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Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the 

rebroadcast of the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, 

ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F & Sunday  7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays August - May 11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH. This is a locally produced live 

news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue responsive 

program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Face The Nation Page 2  Sunday   10:00am 

The second half hour of the weekly CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 

issues. 

 

The Weekend Crew  Sunday   6:30pm 

Locally produced program focusing on the best things about Wichita and Kansas. Discover great places to 

eat, exciting events in the community, the best new movies and local stories with the hottest deals.. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  

  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F & Sunday 7:00 – 9:00am 

 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They also has advice for 

keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self improvement.  This includes eating healthier, working out and emotional health 

issues. 

  

Tips and Tulips - Once a month Monday gardening segment with Marty Johnson. 

  

Ask Dentist -  Once a month Monday dental segment. 

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs come in with easy recipes and/or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills.  They play and talk about the importance of supporting 

local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep your pets safe and 

healthy. 

 

Pet of the Week - Friday 

Caring Hands Humane Society brings their pet of the week that is up for adoption. 

  

Features in Newscasts Monday – Friday  4:00 – 4:30pm 

 

Klose-Up:  Topical interview segments about topics/issues in the community.  Cindy Klose interviews the 

newsmakers. 2-3 times a week. 

 

Talk Now:  Daily segment that poses a question to the viewers on Facebook/Twitter.  Comments used on 

the air, in a crawl and fullscreens. 

 

Work It Out:  Weekly segment with Jenn Bates featuring a new workout, exercise trends, interviews with 

trainers etc. 

 

The Playlist:  Biweekly segment with Emily Deaver.  Once a week she talks about new albums, music 

news etc.  The other day she features a local (or visiting) musician (in coordination with the morning's 

Listen-Up segment) 

 

The Reel:  Weekly segment with Shane Konicki, featuring preview or review of upcoming or now playing 

movie. 

 

Features in Newscasts Mon – Sunday 9:00-9:30pm 

 

Daily FactFinders: Different topics every day 

 

Consumer Alert:  Segment that warns of scams, 2-3 times a week.   



 

 

 

Roger That: Roger Cornish gives a unique take on quirky people and entertaining stories that get our 

attention. 

 



 

 

CRIME 
 

7/2/13  8am 

Dodge city police are on the lookout for a shooting suspect.dorian capers is one of two suspects police 

believe was involved in a shooting outside a convenience store. It happened early monday outside the store 

on east wyatt earp boulevard both victims are in the hospital. Police haven't said what led up to the 

shootings. 

 

7/4/13  9pm 

That is where police are investigating a stabbing it happened earlier this evening in the 700 block of south 

woodlawn. Police say, a woman is critically injured. Now her boyfriend is on the run. Anne meyer is at the 

scene. She has more on what happened. 

 

7/5/13  7am 

A wichita teacher is fired for bringing a gun to school. Dan nagel's wife says he was fired from his job as a 

p-e teacher wednesday. Nagel was arrested at white elementary in may after another teacher reported he 

was carrying a gun. Nagel told us his intentions were to protect his students. Many in wichita had rallied 

around nagel, signing petitions and emailing school board member he must still appear in municipal court 

on misdemeanor gun charges. 

 

7/7/13  8am 

A man tries to break into a liquor store - by cutting a hole through the roof. When officers were called to 

the lamar's liquor store on west pawnee... They could hear strange noises coming from the roof. Police 

called in a fire truck so they could get a ladder to check it out. However, before officers got onto the roof... 

A 20-year-old man jumped off and tried to run away. He didn't get far. Officers arrested the man and 

charged him with burglary. 

 

7/9/13  9pm 

In our crime watch tonight.. Wichita police are still looking for the driver involved in a deadly hit and run 

accident. It happened friday night. That's when a man riding a horse... Was hit by a car he died. Police say... 

This is a picture of what the car may look like. It's a 2003 to 2005 mercury grand marquis. It's gray or 

silver. Police say... It should have substantial damage to the front. 

 

7/10/13  7am 

It took weeks before the verdict. Convicting brett seacat of killing his wife, and setting their kingman home 

on fire. The attorneys, the expert witnesses… just finding a jury… and now we're starting to find out how 

much it all cost.... Pilar pedraza breaks down the numbers for factfinder 12. At this point there have been 

no surprises. The judge in the brett seacat trial warned the county… the trial was going to break his 

budget… well before it started. Now that bill is coming due. Our concern is that a fair trial is given to the 

individual 20:18:41 and if there's additional costs, we bear that. The defense says it cost 1-hundred-71-

thousand plus for all the experts and attorneys. It plans to ask the judge to order seacat to pay those costs 

out of money he already has and anything he earns while in prison… meanwhile… the county has already 

paid out more than 19-thousand dollars to find and seat a jury and deal with all the witnesses. Plus more 

than 8-thousand dollars for security. That totals almost 200-thousand dollars already. But this isn't all. The 

county expects more bills to come in. And we still don't know what the prosecution cost. There is 

additional cost that the family has to pay, there's costs that are included in the district court budget. There 

are costs that, obviouisly, the taxpayers pay. But as for the county… it expected the extra costs and saved 

upmoney in the general fund to cover expenses. We're not going to have to reduce any services as a result 

of the trial. In kingman, pilar pedraza, eyewitness news. 

 

7/11/13  8am 

Factfinder 12 learns more about 24-year-old woosypiti (wu-sippit-tee). In 2009, he was sentenced for 

taxation and drug possession of opiates and depressants. Woosypiti has been transferred between four 

facilities in the state.. Including el dorado correctional facility, larned mental health hospital, and sedgwick 



 

 

county.  While at larned... He was accused of threatening or intimidating someone. He was released from 

sedgwick county in november 2001.      

 

7/14/13  7am 

A 76-year-old man tells police his caregiver's boyfriend beat him up. The man showed up at wesley 

hospital saturday morning with several broken bones in his face. There were also open wounds on his arms, 

and his right eye was swollen shut. Police did not say whether any arrests have been made.  

 

7/15/13  8am 

Police continue searching for a suspect from a deadly shooting this weekend one person died and four 

others were hurt.. Near downtown. It happened early sunday morning near 11th and mead... In an industrial 

neighborhood. Investigators say up to 80 people were hanging out at a business, when the shots were fired. 

Investigators returned to the scene sunday night to search several cars and the business. Police are expected 

to release more details about this shooting at a briefing later this morning. 

 

7/17/13  9pm 

Sheriff's deputies in shawnee county... Arrested three men on drug charges. The men are from arizona, 

maryland, and delaware. The arrest comes following a traffic stop. During the stop, deputies say... They 

found 110 pounds of marijuana in the vehicle the men were arrested for possession. Formal charges have 

not been filed. 

 

7/18/13  7am 

Sheriff's deputies in Shawnee county arrest three men on drug charges. The arrest came during a traffic 

stop, when they found 110 pounds of marijuana in the car. The men were arrested for possession. Formal 

charges have not been filed. 

 

7/19/13  8am 

Wichita police are asking for your help in identifying two men seen in this surveillance video. They're 

accused of stealing 15-hundred dollars worth of alcohol from a north wichita liquor store. Police are 

looking for a white mercury villager in connection to the crime. 

 

7/21/13  7am 

Police say two men didn't get far when they ran out of a wichita grocery store with a cart full of stolen 

meat. Two blocks away, their car crashed into gypsum creek after hitting a guard rail. Police never found 

the second suspect... But caught the driver walking about two blocks away, where he was arrested. We 

have several thousand dollars worth of property damage to the city of wichita, plus he has an extensive 

criminal history 00 so this will be a felony charge 04> it took several hours and two winch trucks to get the 

car out of the creek. 

 

7/22/13  4pm 

In the crime watch... Someone walks into the marriott in east wichita and walks out with an a-t-m police 

reports say a man walked in with a dolly,...and out with the machine.the hotel is under renovation. Police 

are checking out surveillance video from the hotel. 

 

7/24/13  9pm 

Federal charges were filed against three people in connection to a "sex trafficking conspiracy.  Prosecutors 

say... The individuals worked-out of nine asian massage parlors in wichita. The three are charged with... 

Conspiring to recruit women and persuade them to engage in commercial sex acts. Prosecutors say... The 

massage parlors recruited women by placing ads in a chinese-language newspaper in new york and los 

angeles... For women to work at a spa. 

 

7/25/13  7am 

Wichita police investigate the city's latest homicide. A man was shot and killed in east wichita. It's new this 

morning. Police say the victim was found lying in the middle of the street at 15th & green. He was shot in 

the chest around midnight. Police don't know what led up to the shooting. They are interviewing witnesses, 

but need your help as well.  If you know anything call 9-1-1 or crimestoppers. 



 

 

 

7/28/13  7am 

New this morning... Two men in their 20s... Hospitalized after an early morning shooting in wichita. One of 

the men is in serious condition... Police say he had to be rushed into surgery. He was shot in the abdomen 

and leg. The other has only minor injuries to his hand. Police say it started as a verbal fight in front of a 

home in the 2100 block of park place. They have no suspect at this time... And the investigation into the 

circumstances is ongoing. 

 

7/31/13  9pm 

A sedgwick county sheriff's deputy testifies against Jason Perez. Perez is accused of attempted murder... 

Following a police chase and shoot-out earlier this year today... A judge determined there was enough 

evidence to send perez's case to trial. That is set for september The deputy was shot in the eye, arm, and leg 

during the chase. Perez was also shot by a state trooper responding to the call. 

 

8/1/13  7am 

Jason perez will stand trial... He's accused of shooting a sedgwick county deputy. Deputy lucas powell 

testified at perez's preliminary hearing wednesday  powell says what started as a traffic stop turned into a 

high speed chase through three counties. That's when a man and woman got out of the car. Powell says he 

threatened the pair with a police dog...warning the dog would bite. That's when the suspect's gun came 

out."he levels the gun at me and i immediately start making commands to drop the gun. I had decided in my 

mind that i needed to get out two commands of drop the gun. I got one full command out and in the process 

of making the second command a gun shot went off, which struck me in the eye."  > powell says he fired 

nearly ten rounds before falling to his knees. Perez is also accused of shooting at a butler county deputy. 

His trial is set for the end of september. 

 

8/2/13  8am 

Wichita police find the car involved in a deadly hit and run last month. An anonymous tip to crime stoppers 

helped officers find the car hidden in a garage on north coolidge. Lloyd ferguson and a child were riding a 

horse along 21st street when a car hit them and left the scene. Ferguson was killed. No arrest has been 

made, but police say they are close. 

 

8/4/13  7am 

The search continues for an escaped inmate out of hutchinson. Here's what he looks like. Mark edward 

lucas escaped from the *hutchinson correctional facility* yesterday afternoon. He's from the shawnee 

county area, and was in jail for aggravated burglary and theft. Guards say lucas walked out of a minimum 

security area of the prison around one thirty. Anyone who sees him should call 9-1-1. 

 

8/5/13  8am 

A former sheriff's deputy convicted of killing his wife will be sentenced today. Brett seacat faces life in 

prison without parole. He shot and killed his wife vashti, then set fir to their home in kingman to cover-up 

the crime. Vashti seacat's family is expected to speak at the hearing seacat may speak as well. We'll be 

streaming the sentencing live on k-w-c-h dot com  we'll also break into programming on k-w-c-h... When 

the judge reads the sentence.  

 

8/11/13  7am 

A 24-year-old man... Drags a hays police officer with his car... Trying to get out of a sobriety test. 

Thankfully... The officer only had minor injuries. When the driver was asked to do the test... He drove off... 

Taking the officer with him. He was caught in the 1-thousand block of reservation road and arrested. 

 

8/13/13  8am 

A plea deal could keep a former hospital worker from facing charges in kansas he's accused of infecting 

patients with "hepatitis c" in several states. David kwiatkowski (kwiht-kow-ski) was a lab technician at 

hays medical center.  Prosecutors say he injected himself with patients' painkillers. Then replaced the meds 

with saline.  The same syringes were then used on patients. Under the deal, kwiatkowski would plead guilty 

in new hampshire and get 30 to 40 years in prison there. He would avoid charges in kansas and at least two 

other states.. Kwiatkowski's strain of hepatitis c is linked to six kansas patients. 



 

 

 

8/14/13  9pm 

New at nine tonight... A preliminary hearing is scheduled for a man accused in the death of a six-year-old 

girl. Raudel sandoval, junior...  Is charged with reckless murder. Police say... He was driving more than 

twice the speed limit when he hit a car... "feodora two hatchett" was riding in. She died. The accident 

happened in june 2012.  Feodora's mother and sister were also hurt in the accident.  A preliminary hearing 

is set for november 14-th. 

 

8/15/13  7am 

Residents in east wichita are put on alert... After an identity theft ring is discovered. Sedgwick county 

deputies say mail, credit cards and other personal documents belonging to 150 people were found while 

searching a home. Authorities say the victims appear to live mainly east of rock road from 13th to kellogg. 

The sheriff's office says there could be other victims across the county. A woman was arrested during the 

search of her home for outstanding warrants. They do expect to make more arrests. 

 

8/18/13  7am 

The man who caused a 32 hour standoff in south wichita was killed by multiple gunshots. The results of the 

autopsy on jared woosypiti are back. The 24-year-old was wanted for attempted first-degree murder... And 

for firing a gun inside a department store while trying to rob it. The autopsy also showed woosypiti had 

meth, marijuana and painkillers in his system. He barricaded himself in an apartment for more than a day 

before authorities made the call to shoot. 

 

8/21/13  9pm 

New at nine tonight. Wichita police investigate another a-t-m theft. This one at the meritrust credit union on 

west maple near 135th street  police say a man pried open the door and broke into it, but didn't get any 

money.  This is the fourth incident in the past few weeks.  Last week, a man stole an a-t-m from the 

cotillion ballroom, by loading it into a truck. If you have any information, contact police. 

 

8/25/13  7am 

Wichita firefighters help catch a suspected car burglar... Witnesses tell police they saw the man breaking 

into their cars early saturday morning in the 900 block of south enoc. When they confronted him he pulled 

a knife... And ran by the fire station at lincoln and rock road. Fire fighters overpowered the man... And held 

him until police got there. That man went to jail on burglary, theft and aggravated assault. 

 

8/26/13  8am 

Wichita police investigate what led-up to a weekend shooting in southeast wichita the shooting happened in 

the 11-hundred block of "south prairie park." a woman called police saying a man had been shot several 

times.  The man was taken to the hospital with serious injuries. Neighbors say... The shooting may have 

happened during a party. Me and my boyfriend, we heard like three shots and then another five and came 

outside. We saw someone laying in the street down there so i called police."> two 17-year-olds were taken 

into custody for questioning. 

 

8/27/13  4pm 

A home with a past...  Is going-up for auction today. B-t-k murdered marine hedge... Inside the park city 

home... 27 years ago. The sale starts at six o'clock and should last about 15 minutes. It's a three-bedroom 

home... In the 62-hundred block of independence legally, the current owner did not have to mention the 

murder. But the seller has been up-front about what happened at the home. Auctioneer jack newcom says... 

Since the word got out, the seller has gotten some interest - and even more negative phone calls. Jack 

newcom- that's the only thing the seller is upset about, is trying to do something right and she's got so much 

backlash for it and i hope it goes away for her  the house is appraised at less than 60-thousand dollars. But 

there is no reserve price at tonight's auction. Meaning the house will sell to the highest bidder. 

 

9/1/13  7am 

My biggest worry is my grand kids staying with me and something happening over there. Because you 

know people get crazy when they're drinking. Concerns grow after a fight at a neighborhood bar...leads to a 

bouncer being shot. The *drunken monkees bar* on west maple is small in size. But it was the scene of big 



 

 

trouble yesterday morning... That's when gun shots woke up neighbors. They say it's a "family" 

neighborhood... With many kids living just 30 yards away. Hannah davis was there last night, she has more 

on this story. 

 

9/2/13  4pm 

Police release the name of a woman killed in derby sunday morning -- New at four --  they say lonnie 

staggs was killed by this man -- charles beck junior. Beck was arrested in missouri sunday night. Police 

found staggs and her children inside their derby home sunday morning after being called to the house for a 

disturbance --  staggs and her 15 year old son were taken to the hospital. He had a stab wound to the neck -- 

and was released last night. Staggs died at the hospital. Police say they are not releasing her cause of death 

until the coronoer's report is complete. Lonnie staggs worked here. But coming up at how' they're rallying 

to help on eo fthe own. 

 

9/3/13  9pm 

Law enforcement agencies across the state are still on the lookout for a wanted fugitive. Jan tracy kilbourne 

is accused of shooting a butler county sheriff's deputy monday morning. The sheriff believes he may be on 

his way to liberal  that's where he has family and friends officers searched the area near santa fe lake road 

and u-s 54 for more than 12 hours monday  that's near where the deputy was shot during a traffic stop... He 

did tell me you know you go to the academy, you go through fto training,11  you are trained and trained 

and trained, but he never thought it would happen to him, but he said it just happened in a matter of a 

second and he's in a gun fight 21  the deputy was hit in the shoulder. He was treated at a hospital and then 

released. The butler county sheriff says, he is at home recovering. 

 

9/4/13  7am 

A southeast kansas woman is sentenced to 30 days in jail for the death of her 4-month-old son. Heather 

buckalew will also get three years probation prosecutors believe the baby was smothered when she rolled 

over onto him while they were sleeping. Investigators say the mother was inebriated at the time. 

 

9/5/13  8am 

Police in dodge city get dozens of reports of damage done to vehicles and businesses wednesday morning. 

Police think b-b guns were used to bust out windows all over town anyone with information is asked to call 

dodge city police. 

 

9/7/13  7am 

Wichita police arrest a driver for a hit and run accident overnight, thanks to help from a witness this started 

around 12-30 this morning on the 48-hundred block of east harry...  That's where the witness saw the driver 

take off from the initial accident. The witnessed followed the driver here to south hydraulic, and then used 

his used his vehicle to block the street police say the suspect rammed his car into the witness's s-u-v and ran 

away. Officers caught the man and booked him into jail on multiple charges. 

 

9/8/13  7am 

Wichita police are warning the public to not get any ideas from this next story... A witness to a hit-and-run 

in the the 48-hundred block of east harry... At 12:30 saturday morning... Took off and followed the 

suspect's vehicle... The 20-year-old witness... Followed the driver here to south hydraulic... And then used 

his jeep to block the street police say the suspect rammed his car into the jeep... And then ran away. 

Thankfully... Police caught up with the guy... And arrested him. They say... Though this story ended well...  

The public should to not pursuit a vehicle in this way...  They say it puts you in danger... Just call 9-1-1 

with the vehicle description and location. 

 

9/10/13  4pm 

A mother was sentenced to community service and seven months probation... For a child endangerment 

charge. Monique harrison... Pleaded guilty to the charge july 26-th. Under the deal-- harrison is not allowed 

any contact with her kids. She's accused of letting her boyfriend-- a known sex offender... Spend time alone 

with her children. Walter tillson... Is charged with rape in the case. Harrison agreed to cooperate in tillson's 

prosecution as part of her plea agreement. 

 



 

 

9/11/13  9pm 

We're following another breaking story, this one from hutchinson... Hutchinson police say they've arrested 

someone in connection with a homicide this week. Sem adrien was found shot in a hutchinson home earlier 

this week. In just the last half-hour... Hutch police said they've arrested a man on suspicion of first degree 

murder. Police say the investigation is still open... And they want to hear from anyone with information in 

the case. Investigators have not said what led to the shooting. 

 

9/12/13  7am 

One person is under arrest after a man was found shot to death in a hutchinson home. Police made the arrest 

wednesday evening around 7:30. Sem adrien was found shot at the home near eight and plum late monday 

night. He was taken to a hospital where he later died. 

 

9/14/13  9pm 

This is where it ended - when the woman hit a median and crashed near k-96 and hillside. The chase started 

in harvey county, after the woman failed to move into another lane near a traffic stop. Officers used stop 

sticks to slow the driver down. She was taken into custody after a short foot chase. Another woman in the 

car was taken to the hospital with minor injuries.  

 

9/15/13  9pm 

Road rage.... May have led to a beating with a wrench. Wichita officers say... A man was punched... 

Kicked... And beaten with a wrench... After he may have cut someone off while driving.  The man had 

several cuts to his arms... And a deep gash in his forehead. The man told police... He was attacked by five 

other men... He believed he cut off in traffic. Police say... Two witnesses broke-up the fight at a west 

kellogg parking lot. No arrests have been made. 

 

9/17/13  8am 

Wichita police are on the scene of a possible stabbing this morning in the 11-hundred block of south 

meridian. The victim is in critical condition. Police think it may be an assault, .. But the victim is telling 

them he fell out of a camper. Our news partners at kfdi are at the scene. The victim is 17 years old. 

 

9/19/13  9pm 

A saline county couple runs some errands.. But while they're gone, someone steals more than four-thousand 

dollars worth of their things the stolen items include seven guns. Samantha anderson talks with the couple 

about what happened. We didn't know at first, we were really shocked my husband came down stairs and 

asked where i moved his fire arms.. Saline county sheriff's investigators believe the theif went through this 

window, the rest of the house was locked shut,.. The theif also got past the desilveys dog who was home at 

the time. Our dog is a house dog and roams the house, he wasn't injured and he would have been making a 

lot of noise, i don't know if it's someone that knows us whoever got inside took a number of items including 

a digital camera, ammunition, medication and seven guns...  Desilvey says one gun.. A smith and wesson m 

and p 15 rifle was specially modified to match his height... This is not something that i went out and went 

on some big spree, most of them i squirrled away for pennies......" std up; the couple lives out in the country 

and they say the guns were a sense of security for the. We are far enough out that it's going to take someone 

a while to get here if there's trouble.to have our fire arms gone is unnerving, i don't want them in the wrong 

hands.. Investigators say that if owners write down the serial number it will help them track the guns in 

case they are ever stolen. In saline county samantha anderson eyewitness news. The couple says they 

usually keep their guns in a safe, but they had them out for cleaning... 

 

9/21/13  9pm 

This man is in jail in saline county, accused of a kidnapping out of reno county. Thomas beatty faces 

several charges, after reno county sheriff randy henderson says he took a man against his will, and then 

robbed and beat him. The victim got away and called police. Beatty should make his first appearance in 

court early next week.  

 

9/22/13  8am 

Deputies say they've caught the kidnapper from reno county. We first brought you the story yesterday 

morning... And now we've learned... This man... Thomas beatty has been arrested. Saline county deputies 



 

 

booked him on kidnapping... Robbery and assault charges.  Reno county sheriff randy henderson says he 

took a man against his will... Then robbed and beat him.  The victim was able to get away. The district 

attorney's office should file official charges next week.  

 

9/24/13  7am 

In the crimewatch. This man accused of breaking into a hutchinson home and inappropriately touching 

three children will not face any sex charges. Tyler ford was instead charged with aggravated burglary 

monday. The incident occurred last week in this neighborhood in the 200 block of south monroe. The reno 

county district attorney says there wasn't enough evidence to support sexual related charges. 

 

9/25/13  8am 

A derby city employee is accused of stealing from the city's police department. 29-year-old frank sneller is 

charged with 11 counts including felony theft..felony burglary and official misconduct. Allegedly stolen 

items include prescription drugs. Sneller's primary hearing is scheduled for october 3rd. 

 

9/29/13  7am 

You can watch much of the shooting video online at kwch dot com... We've also posted a link on our 

facebook page that you can share... Wichita police ask that you call crimestoppers if you any information 

that can help them in the investigation. 

 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
 

7/1/13  7am 

Changes to kansas's concealed-carry law begin today. But not everywhere. It allows gun owners with 

concealed carry permits to bring firearms into public buildings without proper security measures. Guns 

*were* banned in court houses, state offices and other public buildings. Several towns and counties have 

filed a six month exemptions to come up with new security measures. 

 

7/2/13  8am 

Last weeks storms caused a family shelter to lose all it's perishables. The saint anthony family shelter was 

one of many places that lost power thursday. They say the loss is particularly hard, because they had 

collected goods needed for children out of school. Find out what's needed and how you can help at k-w-c-h 

dot com. 

 

7/4/13  9pm 

While there's no official city fireworks display here in wichita, people at bradley fair are looking to end the 

night with a bang. Crews have been working since nine thing morning setting things up for tonight's 

display. They say, they only have one shot at getting everything right. And while the big show may only 

last 12 minutes... It takes 12 hours to set up. The good part is blowing it up the best part is hearing the 

applause and the crowds. The first fire work is set to go off around 9-30. 

 

7/5/13  7am 

An eight-year-old boy remains in the hospital..after being burned. Investigators say the boy and his sister 

were playing matches and gasoline late wednesday at a home near kellogg and maize...We talked with a 

neighbor who heard it happen..."i hope that everybody just takes a moment to realize what's happened to 

this poor child is going to take months if not years to recover" 16:23:54 the boy was burned on his legs and 

stomach. Police remind you to talk to your kids about the dangers of playing with matches. 

 

7/7/13  8am 

Hot dogs and hamburgers were on the menu... But that wasn't why people attended this barbeque. Fired up 

kansas hosted a "cannabis cookout" in sedgwick county park saturday. The group is drumming up support 

to legalize marijuana in kansas. Organizers say they know it's going to be tough. Dozens of people showed 

up to show their support. 

 

7/10/13  7am 

We still don't know what caused a propane tank to explode in elkhart. The blast forced some residents and 

elkhart's hospital to evacuate.. Alejandra rojas talked with some about the experience. Sound over video-it 

was extremely frightening. This is the aftermath of a tank explosion in elkhart in morton county. Sound bite 

from sally brickey-i feel lucky, really lucky. Emergency crews were on scene at around 8 p.m. Monday 

night. It is unclear how the fire began… but the situation was handled within hours. Sot from sheriff - we 

all worked as a team. To include the fire, ems, and law enforcement, we are just a great unit. I can't say 

enough good things about all of our departments. Stand up: this explosion caused a large number of people 

to be evacuated including the morton county hospital and homes in this area. Since the event those people 

have returned home. Residents describe what they heard.  Sot brickey-some people said it was a gunshot, it 

sounded like a bomb to me and then when i get out of the dollar store, i see this huge flame from the store 

and i'm like oh my god because where i live i thought surly that isn't my house. Now the only concern for 

residents and city officials is what caused this explosion. In elkhart, alejandra rojas, eyewitness news. 

 

7/14/13  7am 

A man is hurt during a barn fire saturday. Fire crews were called here to this farm after 911 reports of a fire 

in this barn. Smoke and flames hit the top of the barn as crews worked to keep the fire contained. 2/3 of the 

barn was filled with hay and there was also heavy equipment in there which made the fire even more 

difficult to put out. Not to mention the fact that this is a rural area here in benton and there are no fire 

hydrants."we've got equipment...we're going 6 miles just to get water   e-m-s officials say a man was 



 

 

burned on his face and arm... But he refused to go to the hospital he stayed on the scene, bringing buckets 

full of water to help put the fire out. 

 

7/15/13  8am 

"Under the dome" has been a big hit so far on c-b-s but not everyone is pleased. And does basketball season 

ever end? Roger has that in this answerback. Last week we talked about the cbs shows...under the dome 

and the good wife. There was some switching around as the network is really promoting under the dome to 

make it a hit. But not everyone appreciated the effort. (caller:  it's bouncing out the good wife...every 

week...on again on monday, i am objecting to that and hoping other people are too) 

That's a decision made at the network level that the little ole folks here in kansas have no control over. But 

if you'd like to take your objections right to cbs you can do so by calling 212-975-3247. Or email them at 

cbsaudienceeng@cbs.com. The more people they hear from the more likely they are to make changes, so 

good luck. Here's a call that came in after our recent stories on the shocker basketball team's summer 

practice. (caller: ain't basketball season ever gonna end?) Well, the season itself has ended...but with the 

shockers coming off a final four run, i would imagine that wichita state basketball will remain a topic of 

interest for many of our viewers just about year-round.  After all, there's no shocker football team to talk 

about this fall, right? If you want to talk about other things, you can give us a call at 838-1212...toll free 

from anywhere 888-k12-news....on-line at news @ kwchdot-com. We're also on facebook and twitter. Have 

a great week. 

 

7/17/13  9pm 

Workers in southeast kansas... Are restoring the nation's second oldest military cemetary it's located in the 

town of baxter springs... In cherokee county. The work includes re-setting and aligning all 217 

headstones...which weigh 100 pounds each. The federal government designated the soldiers' lot after the 

civil war. The ground was donated by the city. 

 

7/18/13  7am 

The kansas lottery earns a record amount of money for the state. It added more than *74 million dollars into 

the budget this year. That's about *2 and a half million dollars more than last year. *state owned and 

operated casinos brought in about 79 million dollars for the kansas, *and about 10 million dollars for local 

governments. This was the first year that both the kansas star and hollywood casinos were fully operational. 

 

7/19/13  8am 

It's a church fundraiser, but the money isn't for the ministry. The river of life worship center hosted a 

garage sale today to help bring two children to america. Melissa scheffler tells us the details. As church 

garage sales go. Not a bad start for late in the day. This one has a little bit of everything. We got all kinds of 

books. They do they have clothes they have activities. Ranging from a quarter to a buck. If you name it. 

Mower bedframes. I got wonderfull things for my grand children. They have it. Nats of band. Even a band. 

This one is different. And a cause. We are trying to raise money to bring our pastors two sons home from 

ethiopia. Really it's a blessing for us we are not heroes were not anything special. Jolynn and kurt coleman 

are trying to grow their family by two. It will be 8 kids yes. It keeps us young. For the last year and a half 

they have been trying to raise enough money to adopt cherinet and shasho-- two boys in government 

orphanages in ethiopia. There is almost 300 in the orphanage they kinda just raise themselves and they are 

know as the forgotten boys. The colemans hope this garage sale will get them closer to their goal. We really 

believe patiently that every child deserves a family.                                                                                                                                                                                                          

It's a process that has been sped up. Cherinet who is 15 is about to age out of the orphanage. If the family 

doesn't get  20 thousand dollars and a court date by august 6th they will lose him forever. So every dollar 

raised. Just get them home crying its been a long process its been hard on them and we just want to get 

them home. Is one step closer. God is never early and never late we trust him. To growing the coleman 

family. 

 

7/21/13  7am 

If you're still looking for some weekend plans... Head to botanica this weekend's fundraising event features 

interactive stations with local artists, musicians and dancers. Families are also able to watch theater acts 

which include shakespeare and the musical hairspray. The fun continues today at one o'clock. 

 

mailto:cbsaudienceeng@cbs.com


 

 

7/24/13  9pm 

Door to door delivery could soon be a thing of the past for the postal service. House members are 

considering a proposal that would end the service. Under the proposal, the service would be phased out in 8 

years. The proposal is an effort to cut costs by 4-point-5 billion dollars a year. The bill would require 

people to pick up their mail from a curb-side or cluster mail box. 

 

7/25/13  7am 

After weeks of long lines at the sedgwick county driver's license office ... Relief is on the way. County 

treasurer linda kizzire announced wednesday the kansas department of revenue will add a second location 

to sedgwick county. State officials say plans are in the early stages.  The state has not decided when it will 

open the d-m-v but says it should be sometime this year. "wichita is too big to just have one. It's ridiculous 

that they have to text you and do all that. It's just, it's crazy." state leaders say it will go somewhere - south 

of kellogg and likely in the western part of the county. The kansas department is already hiring employees 

for the new location. 

 

7/26/13  8am 

A day after major layoffs... Spirit rolls-out the first "forward fuselage" of the new k-c-46-a tanker the new 

tankers will replace the aging k-c 135 re-fueling planes. Boeing will make the tankers and they will be 

housed at mcconnell air force base. 

 

7/28/13  7am 

A young girl is rushed to the hospital after falling into a pool. Emergency crews were called to the 23-

hundred block of *north duck-creek lane* in derby saturday. Authorities say a four-year-old girl fell into a 

pool, but was quickly pulled from the water someone nearby was able to get the girl breathing again... 

Before paramedics arrived. She was taken to the hospital in serious condition. 

 

8/4/13  7am 

The legacy of a decorated world war two veteran from kansas will live on... Lawmakers want to rename a 

veterans affairs clinic in junction city after *lieutenant general richard seitz*. He served the military 

community around fort riley well after he retired seitz was born in leavenworth... And became one of the 

youngest battalion commanders in world war 2 he passed away at the age of 95 in june. Kansas' two u-s 

senators are pushing for the name change. 

 

8/7/13  9pm 

Charlie weis all honesty about his k---u football team... But there is some optimism running around 

lawrence... A huge helping of junior college talent has flooded into lawrence... But can that help k--u win 

some games in the big 12... Dani welniak is trying to find out.  

 

8/8/13  7am 

The first roofing contractors to be registered with the kansas attorney general's office.... Are now listed 

online. The new "kansas roofing registration act" is supposed to help people avoid "fly by night" operators 

who don't comply with registration. The law took effect last month. You can find a link to that list of 

registered roofers... At our website... K-w-c-h dot com. 

 

8/11/13  7am 

"Well pretty much it's a slow and methodical search of every inch of the river." it's day number three 

searching for a missing boy... Lost swimming in the big ditch. Search crews will pick back up again this 

morning... The 14-year-old boy was playing with some friends in the overflow area... Known as the big 

ditch... When he went under... Fire officials tell eyewitness news... Even the rescue team is having trouble 

fighting the swift current. So even the best swimmer should stay out."please please do not go in the 

water.wheter it's the river or the big ditch, any fast moving body of water. You just cannot understand and 

imagine how fast and quick the water will overcome you." the current is moving 5-7 miles per hour. Barh 

says... In 12 minutes... A person in water moving that fast would be a mile from where they started. Search 

crews have scaled back how many searchers are on hand... As they transitioned from rescue... To recovery. 

 

8/15/13  7am 



 

 

The kansas african american museum gets a large award from a federal grant. They received nearly 150-

thousand dollars. Officials with the museum say they were a bit surprised to get the funds early. They come 

through a competitive grant program. Money will help maintain the building, art, and youth program. 

"there's money there that we can absolutely depend on so we can do a better of planning exactly what we 

want to do because the parameters are there. We know how much money we have. The kansas african 

american museum received one of 11 awards handed out... Totaling more than one-point-three million 

dollars. 

 

8/18/13  7am 

Scary moments for some pittsburg state students after their charter bus catches fire. Check out this video 

taken just moments after everyone got off the bus. The university says the students were headed to a 

leadership conference in overland park saturday morning...  When the bus caught fire. About 40 members 

of the "alpha gamma delta" sorority were on the bus. Many said they just made the best of the situation. A 

lot of new members on the bus so it's an experience they'll remember forever. Lots of good sister bonding 

going on right now. no one was hurt in the fire. Investigators are still looking into the cause. 

 

8/21/13  9pm 

A new d-m-v office is coming to sedgwick county. The new branch is set to open this fall.  It will be 

located in the 600 block of north rock road in derby. Currently there is just one office in sedgwick county. 

That one is on wichita's west side. Officials hope opening a new office will shorten wait times for drivers 

looking to re-new their licenses. 

 

8/25/13  7am 

Our very own cindy klose was in yoder yesterday... Celebrating the 24th annual "yoder heritage day". It's 

one of the many events we are joining as part of our 60th anniversary. We are also giving away a new 

toyota corrolla. To find out how you can win, and for a complete list of the places we'll be... Go to our 

website k-w-c-h dot com slash 60
th

.  

 

8/26/13  8am 

The state is adding-up the damage from all our flooding. State and local officials will meet today at the 

reno county courthouse... To go over the costs to fix roads, bridges, buildings and equipment damaged by 

the flood water. The meeting is not open to the public. 

 

9/1/13  7am 

The owner of "carl's bar" in hutchinson was also killed in a car wreck saturday. Dan heimerman was 

stopped to make a turn on highway 59 in allen county... When he was hit from behind by a dump truck. The 

truck pushed heimerman's vehicle into on-coming traffic, where he was hit again. He was taken to allen 

county hospital where he died from his injuries. Heimerman had bought "carl's" in 2006, and moved it into 

the remodeled "strand theatre" in 2008.  

 

9/4/13  7am 

New this morning.. speed and alcohol may have been factors in an overnight crash in West Wichita. That's 

according to the Sedgwick County sheriff's office, which say the crash happened around midnight at i-235 

and zoo boulevard. The driver is in critical condition. Eyewitnesses say he somehow went off the bridge 

and landed on the embankment. Paramedics had to pull him out of the vehicle. 

 

9/5/13  8am 

Visitors to garden city will continue to be prohibited from smoking in any hotel and motel rooms the 

commission voted to deny a request from some hotel and motel owners to allow smoking in up to 20 

percent of their businesses. Owners say they're losing business to nearby communities because smokers 

move on after learning they can't smoke in garden city. 

 

9/8/13  7am 

Look for more pictures of millie on our website. You can also see eyewitness news at six...live from the fair 

grounds... Starting tomorrow. Go to kwch-dot-com for a schedule. 

 



 

 

9/10/13  4pm 

Wichita's city council approved a 20-thousand-dollar payment to renters... Who had their apartment 

damaged during a stand-off over the summer. The couple lived next-door to the apartment where jared 

woosipity (woo-suh-pity)... Was holed-up. The stand-off with law enforcement lasted 32 hours. Woosypity 

(woo-suh-pity)... Was killed in the stand-off. He was later found to have drugs in his system. Officers broke 

through walls at "south-lake village apartments"... Sprayed fire hoses and used gas... To try to end the 

stand-off. Property belonging to neighbors... Was destroyed as a result. The city attorney says... He 

received 12 claims from tenants at "south-lake village"... Who were impacted by the stand-off... Totalling 

114-thousand-dollars. This is the first claim to be approved. Other claims will be reviewed on a case-by-

case basis. 

 

9/11/13  9pm 

Septembers, it kind of sneaks up on you differently each year>> a kansas photography instructor recalls his 

september 11 experience--- cary conover was living in new york city when the attack happened. He 

grabbed his camera and started shooting photos..  Sia nyorkor sat down with the professor and is live with 

the story. That's what i'll always remember that silence of several seconds before you heard the (making 

sounds) cary conover says it's a day he'll always remember... This is a closeup crop of the towers before the 

second one was it, i didn't see but you can see, there's an airplane right there and totally that just the idea 

the camera captures things you have no notion of. The photojournalist lived in new york city when the 

september 11 attacks happened. That day, he grabbed this camera, ran to his rooftop and started capturing 

images. He had no idea the u-s was under a terrorist attack. The south tower was hit and i just instinctively 

click, click, click, click, click. Later that day,  he processed his film, scanned the photos and sent them to an 

agency that syndicated his photos---all over the world. Twelve years later, he still remembers like it was 

yesterday. The days after, i see it much more in black and white view, the candlelight vigils and the somber 

tributes but the day of was bright color 02:16:48 the teacher in him is proud that at least one of his photos is 

in a school textbook. Most of his students know he was there during the attacks. 02:21:36 i lined up some 

photos on the chalkboard, they shuffled in, knew to look at it, we talked about it for a few moments then 

said, okay, time to go shoot pictures now. Even though he lives thousands of miles away now---conover 

says a common thread bonds all of those affected by september 11... Now living in kansas it's like more i 

think about it the night before and think what was i doing on sept. 10, 2001? 

 

9/12/13  7am 

A sedgwick county resident stole about 9-hundred dollars in electricity after tampering with the meter. 

Westar alerted the sheriff's office to the theft. Someone drilled a hole in the meter then inserted a wire to 

keep it from running. No one has been arrested so far. 

 

9/13/13  8am 

Hutchinson will get a new bowling and entertainment center soon. Plans were announced thursday. The 

hutchinson news reports plans to build a 42-thousand-square-foot family entertainment center. "the alley of 

hutchinson" will be on the southwest corner of 23rd and lorraine. It will have 26 bowling lanes, a sports 

grill, games, billiards, a laser game,and bumper car-like ride. 

 

9/14/13  9pm 

A wrong way crash kills a man from hays -- and sends a teenager to the hospital. It happened around 

midnight on eye-70 -- near hays. Troopers say a 19-year-old from great bend was driving east in the 

westbound lanes. His pickup hit a car, then a semi crashed into both vehicles.  37-year-old douglas feldt 

died at the scene. The teenage went to a wichita hospital with critical injuries. 

 

9/15/13  9pm 

Local red cross volunteers left for colorado saturday morning. They took the emergency response van to 

help provide food for some of the flood victims. You can learn more on how to volunteer or donate to the 

colorado victims... By going to our website k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

9/16/13  7am 

The rain came down so quickly... It flooded streets in hutchinson. This is what it looked like near fourth 

and plum. Several cars drove right through the standing water in the road. 



 

 

 

9/17/13  8am 

The price of gas nationwide hits a new milestone today. We have had one-thousand *consecutive* days of 

three-dollar gas. Here in kansas... We won't hit that mark until next month. Triple 'a' says the three dollar 

average will likely remain for at least another thousand days... Barring a major economic recession. We've 

made it easy for you to find the cheapest gas in your area. Head to our website... K-w-c-h dot com. Then 

look for the gas tracker under the news tab. 

 

9/19/13  9pm 

A group of volunteers gathers to help an 81-year old woman trim her trees.  We first told you about jean 

olsen last night at 10. Last week, olsen received a letter from the city of wichita requiring she trim the trees 

in her back yard because they were blocking the sidewalk along ridge road. However, she says, she didn't 

have the money to pay someone to do the work  after our story aired... Hundreds of people contacted the 

station asking for ways to help. This morning, dozens showed up at her home... After a couple of hours, the 

trees were cleared out of the way. I'm glad we got this done for you today...oh, i am too. I'm so happy, 

thank all of you, i really appreciate you and god bless you!> the city public works department says- keeping 

sidewalks in good working order is important to the quality of life in a community... And the health of its 

residents. 

 

9/20/13  7am 

He still has his job--but a k-u professor is under fire for a tweet he wrote about the navy yard shooting. 

Professor david guth wrote" the blood is on the hands of the n-r-a. Next time, let it be your sons and 

daughters. Shame on you. May god damn you." you might expect...twitter is full of reaction-others issued 

statements, including the kansas state rifle association which calls for guth's removal the rifle association 

says any person with such a vile and contemptuous attitude, who has influence over our children as a 

professor does, should be immediately fired. Guth says he knew there would be a reaction-- he says he was 

responding to  n-r-a supporters who thought the shooting wouldn't have happened if navy personnel were 

carrying guns. Sot verbatim:. Are they nuts?? It's like doge city, it's like pouring gasoline on a gasoline 

fire..i don't understand this mentality. So yes..i was deliberately provocative. The university of kansas 

issued a statement. Saying the professor's comments do not represent the views or opinions of the 

university. It says he has a protected right to his personal views, but the university says they were expressed 

in a callous and uncaring way. 

 

9/21/13  9pm 

Now to mcpherson county - where the highway patrol say at least one person was seriously hurt in a car 

crash this morning it happened on highway 61...near comanche road. No other details have been released. 

 

9/22/13  8am 

Hundreds of runners dined and dashed their way through old town saturday morning for a good cause the 

5-K Run/Walk kicked off at 10 o'clock... Our own michael schwanke was there. Proceeds from this event 

help the United Way of the Plains... And every dollar raised will be matched by Cargill.  Once they crossed 

the finish line... Participants were treated to gourmet snacks from local restaurants. 

 

9/24/13  7am 

Most of allegiant's fleet is back in the air this morning...about ten percent of their passengers were affected 

because of emergency maintenance.  12 flights were cancelled so the airlines could inspect their emergency 

slides. Allegiant began overhauling the slides last week following an emergency evacuation of a flight in 

las vegas. 

 

9/25/13  8am 

Kansas prison officials are turning to facebook to help find people who skip out on court-mandated parole 

The department of corrections will post information about an offender who's failed to maintain contact with 

their parole officer. There's about 170 people have warrants issued for them right now. That's down from 

more than 400 three years ago. 

 

9/26/13  4pm 



 

 

Some Wichita penguins now have a new home --  Three of the birds were picked up from the Segwick 

County Zoo....and will now be a part of the Kansas City Zoo's new exhibit. The penguins will be among a 

few dozen in the Kansas City Zoo's new $15 million Helzberg Penguin Plaza. The rest of the birds will 

come from other animal parks across the country. 

 

9/27/13  8am 

Tailgate season is in full swing we head out to the halstead tailgate with shane and katie from the c-w crew. 

Okay, so, shane, last week's performance against the seventh graders was pretty dismal.  I didn't want to say 

anything. I kind of felt like you were slacking off a bit, but now that you know, i feel a lot better. We had a 

team vote. Team vote? I'm half the team! I voted and i feel like you could use a little more training. Out 

here in halstead we're going to do some of these training exercises. Katie, i don't know if i can do this rope 

ladder it is way too high!  Shane, the reason you can't climb the rope ladder is because it's on the ground! 

You're supposed to hop through it! Okay, you're right. I'm going to do this because the team needs to get 

stronger, and by the team i mean me. Let's go. Next station. Do you want me to finish this one? No, come 

on. Shane, this is the last station and it's meant for you to practice as an offensive lineman. You're going to 

get down low, like this, and explode and hit him with the force of your whole body. You want your hands 

to hit here and then you follow through. So i'm going after this guy? That's what i'm trying to do? Exactly! 

You're going to tackle him. Just lay him out! You might want to start a little closer… i'm going to get a 

running start these guys are big! Got it! How was that? I think we're done. You're kind of beyond help right 

now.  Do you want to work on field goals? We don't even have a ball! I have the one they fumbled…  

 

9/29/13  7am 

An investigator from the vatican visits wichita this weekend.. Researching claims of two local miracles 

credited to father (a-mul) emil kapaun. The visit takes a major step in the process toward sainthood. Father 

kapaun saved soldiers' lives as a chaplain....during the korean war. He served at a north korean prison 

camp... And later died in 19-51of starvation and illness in the camp. Father kapaun was from pilsen. 
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7/7/13  8am 

The 7-77 is made by boeing, but many of the parts are built here in wichita. Spirit aerosystems* makes the 

forward fuselage for the airplane. The company has made more than one-thousand of them for boeing. 

Those parts have been made in the city for the last 18 years. 

 

7/18/13  7am 



 

 

In the aviation watch. Revenues drop at cessna. Sequester related budget cuts could be partly to blame. 

That's because the u-s government put a lid on spending by many small businesses...cessna's main 

customers. The report says cessna delivered 20 new citation jets in the second quarter. Compare that to 49 

at the same time last year... And it adds up to 50 million dollars of losses... Compared to a profit of 35 

million dollars in last year's second quarter. 

 

7/19/13  8am 

Mary kay... Avon... And tupperware parties may be more scare in a kansas town.. People anthony are upset 

about a city code on home businesses. Some argue the code forces them to get a permit to sell things from 

their home. Even when they're doing so over the internet. Eyewitness news reporter jim grawe has the 

story. What used to be susie young's garage is now her quilting and embroidery shop. Susie young: we need 

these home-based businesses  for the past decade, this has been her way of earning money in a small town 

where job prospects can be limited. Susie young: it's just a little bit of extra income to help us make ends 

meet. Jim grawe: young says hers is one of at least 75 home-based businesses here in anthony. She says 

many of them just wouldn't be viable if they had to face the added expenses of having to have a separate 

location on main street or some other commercial area.  Now many of anthony's home business owners say 

they're concerned and confused. New city staff members have started to enforce the ordinance restricting 

home businesses that's been on the books for years. It requires a city permit for home occupations that 

qualify. And to qualify there are several stipulations. Some home business owners say they've been warned 

and threatened with fines the anthony planning commission got an earful from some who worry they could 

be shut down. The city's planning consultant dave yearout says this has become issue largely because.... 

More and more people are now working at home. Dave yearout: because of the advent of the internet and 

social media...the rules and regulations most communities have on their books date back 50, 60, 70 years.  

There are a lot of communities that have not really had this area revisited to get it up to speed with what 

goes on today. An issue more cities and towns will have to consider....as more and people like susie young 

discover the possibilities and necessities of working out of their homes. In anthony jim grawe eyewitness 

news. 

 

7/23/13  8am 

And governor sam brownback celebrates a new step in the relationship between kansas and china's (hay-

nahn) henan province. Brownback says the two have agreed to work on agriculture, food safety, and 

bioscience projects... Brownback and henan's provincial governor signed the agreement last week during a 

trade mission to china. 

 

7/24/13  9pm 

Congress is also looking into strengthening work requirements for those receiving food stamps. About 47-

million americans received food stamps last year. However, only a fraction are required to work or look for 

work as a condition of receiving the aid. Now some house republicans are considering whether that 

requirement should be strengthened. The move comes as lawmakers look for cuts in the 80-billion dollar 

program. 

 

7/25/13  7am 

300 spirit aerosystems workers are expected to lose their jobs this morning. A speea union leader calls it an 

"ambush" and says no one saw it coming. Union reps say the layoffs affects engineers, managers and 

information technology employees. A union worker says managers were sent a memo with few details.  

Spirit has declined to comment. 

 

7/26/13  8am 

Spirit did release this statement thursday about the layoffs... Saying they're making a "strategic move to 

make the company more competitive." it says spirit remains a strong company. You can see more of spirit's 

answers to questions about the layoffs at kwch dot com. 

 

7/28/13  7am 

The director of planning for wichita says drilling in the city hasn't been very popular among residents. John 

schlegel was one of many at saturday morning's "coffee with constituents" in downtown wichita. Texas-

based "trek a-e-c" wants to drill for oil in the delano district. City and county leaders discussed the proposal 



 

 

with residents they say... Environment problems seem to be the top concern. "we have a lot of old houses 

with basements... Are we going to get some methane seeps coming up and blowing up our houses?" (john) 

6:00 "the city didn't reach out to these guys to drill an oil well down town. They came to the city and made 

this request and we are simply following through with that request." city leaders are inviting people to talk 

about the issue in a series of public meetings. The "district six advisory board"... Will meet august 5-th. On 

august 8-th... There will be a meeting with the "metropolitan area planning commission." the "district four 

advisory board" will meet on the 12-th... Recommendations will be presented to the city council. It will 

make the final decision. 

 

8/18/13  7am 

All the recent rain is good news for kansas cattle ranchers. The rain has made the pastures more green... 

Meaning they may soon be able to begin rebuilding their herds. *extension beef specialist*... Glynn tonsor 

says week-to-week cow slaughter numbers were still fairly high 90 days ago. They have been down 

recently.  Ranchers are sending cows to market by choice... Not because there's no pasture for them to be 

on. 

 

8/27/13  4pm 

More vehicles are expected to be on the roads during the labor day weekend. And we've got some tips to 

make sure you get to your destinations safely.   Before you go on your weekend get-away, you should... 

Check your tire pressure. Make sure your battery is good to go. And pack an emergency kit... Including 

items like... A charged cell phone, flashlight, water and snacks... Along with a first aid kit. We'll probably 

take care of 11-hundred of so road service breakdowns over this labor day holiday weekend, about 43% 

end up being tows and 17% lockouts, 16% batteries, 13% flat tires. Triple 'a' says... The travel forecast is 

up about four-point-two percent. And the economy might be the reason for the growth. Gas prices are also 

25-cents lower than they were about a year ago. 

 

9/2/13  4pm 

In the aviation watch --  Hawker Beechcraft's European subdivision has a new owner --  The CEO of  

Marshall aerospace made the announcement today. The U-K location has provided a full range of 

maintenance, modification, paint and upgrade services to owners of Hawker and Beechcraft planes for over 

50 years. The business will be known as Marshall Aviation Services. 

 

9/8/13  7am 

Senator pat roberts says the *food assistance program* is the "redline' for democrats in the passage of the 

farm bill. Roberts told farm leaders saturday.. The senate will not pass a farm bill without what it sees as an 

"appropriate" food stamp program. The house has not yet passed the food assistance program. That needs to 

be done before lawmakers can come to a compromise. Senator jerry moran says the country's focus on syria 

is delaying the farm bill debate. The current extension expires at the end of this month. 

 

9/16/13  7am 

Job vacancies in kansas rose over five percent in the second quarter of 2013 from the same period last year. 

The increase is a sign of an improving economy. Nearly 38-thousand jobs remained vacant during april 

through june. That's compared to about 36-thousand during the second quarter of 2012. The state had 2 

point 8 vacancies for every one-hundred jobs in the second quarter this year. 

 

9/24/13  7am 

Westar energy's latest rate request has been settled. The proposed settlement will give the the utility 

company an additional 30 point 7 million a year. It will raise residential customer bills three dollars a 

month. The kansas corporation commission must still approve the settlement westar applied for the rate 

increase to help pay for required environmental upgrades at a power plant in easter kansas. 

 

 



 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 

7/9/13  9pm 

New at nine tonight. Chicken alfredo ... Hummus with veggies... And delivery pizza ... That's not a 

resturant's menu. Those will be some of the choices in wichita school cafeterias this fall. Lauren seabrook 

tells us why the district decided to give its students more options. Because students in wichita schools will 

have more options in the lunch line this fall."we know that children are more likely to eat the foods that 

they've been allowed to choose." elementary kids will actually serve themselves now ... So the district put 

out this video to help with the transition. “Please select at least one fruit or vegetable." students must take at 

least three of the five options for the district to be reimbursed by the state. If they get to the end of the line 

without a fruit or veggie ..."they'll get to go back and get some more. And that's what we hope through the 

training that we'll do, we'll use the videos with them and we'll make sure they know when they come 

through the line what's expected of them." wichita school leaders involved students in the early stages of 

this change by letting them test new meals. "they really liked being able to choose. They were excited and 

sometimes their eyes were even bigger than their stomachs because they were just excited about being able 

to make choices for themselves." and for the middle and high schoolers ... The district feels the new options 

beat the old stereotype of a school lunch. "we want to keep those kids interested in meals at school. We 

know that's how they learn the best, if they have good nutrition and are fueled up for the rest of the day." in 

wichita, lauren seabrook, eyewitness news. 

 

7/10/13  7am 

More options will be available to wichita students at lunch. Wichita school leaders think some changes in 

the cafeteria will change the old stereo-type of a school lunch... New meals, from chicken alfredo to 

hummus will be added at the start of the year. Elementary schools will also have more options *and serve 

themselves. Schools put out this video to show what's expected of them in the lunch line. Students must 

take at least three of the five options for the state to reimburse the district. 

 

7/14/13  7am 

Hundreds of runners got together at south wichita high school saturday... To raise money for the school's 

athletic programs... And support a teacher who's battling cancer. Jim quick taught at the school for 20 

years. He has been battling cancer for the past year. "he's just a normal guy but he's very special to us and 

there are so many south high alumni that contacted me on facebook that have either donated money or are 

going to be here and don't even care to walk a mile but are just going to be here for him so we're really 

proud." money raised at the titan 10-k will help pay for a new gym in quick's name. 

 

7/17/13  9pm 

Senate lawmakers have reached an agreement to restore lower interest rates on student loans. The deal 

affects subsidized stafford student loans. It ties the interest rate to the financial market. However, it keeps 

lower rates through 2015. It also puts a cap on how high those interest rates could climb. 8-point-5 percent 

for undergraduates... And 9-point-5 percent for graduates. Lawmakers are expected to vote on the proposal 

as early as thursday. 

 

7/23/13  8am 

The school board also agreed on an architect to design the new, 54-million-dollar southeast high school. 

The new school will replace the current southeast high...which is set to close in 20-16. 

 

7/24/13  9pm 

Also new at nine tonight. We are just a few weeks away from the start of a new school year. And when 

students head back to class... They will do so with lower interest rates. Cindy klose explains from the 

newsroom. 

 

7/31/13  9pm 

New at nine tonight... House members approved a bill to restore lower interest rates on some student loans  

the measure now heads to the president's desk the bill would effect "federal subsidized stafford student 



 

 

loans. The bill ties interest rates in... With the financial markets  it would allow undergraduate students to 

borrow money with 3-point-9 percent interest. Rates would then climb as the markets improve... As 

expected. The bill would allow interest rates to top out at 8-point-2-5. 

 

8/1/13  7am 

President obama is expected to sign a bill lowering the interest rates on student loans. That's after the house 

passed the measure last night. The bill affects "federal subsidized stafford student loans." it allows 

undergraduate students to borrow money with 3-point-9 percent interest. The interest rate shot up to 6-

point-8 percent in july when congress failed to stop it. The new bill ties interest rates to the financial 

markets. Rates would then climb as the markets improve. The bill caps student loan interest rates at 8-

point-2-5. 

 

8/4/13  7am 

Thousands of wichita kids will head back to school with free supplies... Thanks to a special event. The 

urban league of kansas partnered with rusty eck ford, westar energy and several other companies to hand 

out 25 hundred backpacks saturday. Each one was full of scissors, glue, and other supplies needed for 

school.      Organizers say it's important kids start the year off right. "times are tough everywhere in the 

united states and we thought we could give back in the right way and getting the kids off to a good start for 

the school year." on the other side of town, thousands of wichitans lined up for the convoy of hope. The 

event gave away groceries, shoes, and free hair cuts. The organization says 63 hundred people turned out. 

 

8/7/13  9pm 

Students in argonia will have an extra two weeks of summer vacation that's because rains have damaged 

school buildings there... Soaking classrooms. Sia nyorkor joins us with the latest. Argonia elementary is 

drying out, once again. Superintendent julie dolley says she's tired of the rain. It makes me sick. I know that 

we've been in a drought, we need the rain but for our little area, i would like for the rain to stop for a while. 

Back-to-back storms have damaged argonia's two school buildings---blowing off roofs, knocking out power 

lines and soaking the classrooms.the superintendent tells eyewitness news, there's an estimated  $886,000 

worth of damage. Plastic covers the library's books, long tubes snake the ceilings... Blowing hot air to dry 

the pools of water in the hallways... And computer desks have been rolled into the cafeteria for safe 

keeping. Sia on cam with superintendent: would you say this is the driest area in the school? Yes...we had 

not moved certain things to the classrooms yet so some things were safe. After the first storm, the 

superintendent wanted everything cleaned up and ready for the students by august 22. But now the district 

will start school two weeks later september third.while some students may enjoy the longer summer break, 

the superintendent says the teachers are "antsy" to get back into their classrooms. We have cords and 

things, so obviously, it's not great for the kids, we don't want them up here in the middle of all this mess.  

 

8/14/13  9pm 

We are getting our first look... This school year... Inside bryant elementary. That's where students at 

"college hill elementary" will attend classes. Their school caught fire earlier this week. Students will begin 

classes at bryant, monday  an "open house" is scheduled sunday. Today was the first day of classes for 

other wichita school students. 

 

8/15/13  7am 

Students at college hill elementary still haven't started school. But when they do, it won't be in the same 

building. A fire on monday caused extensive damage to their school. So instead, they'll go to class at the 

former "bryant elementary." the old school was closed last year. Teachers and administrators are working 

hard to get it ready. We want them to feel at home and comfortable here and so we will do everything we 

can to make that happen. Sunday night, college hill students will have the chance to meet their teachers... 

And tour the temporary building. 

 

8/18/13  7am 

Blue skies and cooler temperatures made for a great day to move into the dorms at wichita state university. 

Students spent the day setting up their new home for the year. Many sororities and fraternities and other 

student groups were on hand to help students find their buildings... And offer advice. Most said it was a 

great place for newbies to get help from more seasoned students. It was definitely an adjustment living on 



 

 

your own, being independent. I'm excited for the freshmen and the incoming class. Classes are set to start in 

about 24 hours. 

 

9/4/13  7am 

A wichita state basketball player had to be revived after collapsing on the floor of koch arena. D.j. Bowles 

was then taken to a local hospital. He's in serious condition this morning. Bowles will undergo tests today 

to determine why he collapsed. 

 

9/5/13  8am 

Days after a wichita middle school teacher dies in a car crash...fellow teachers... Students... And close 

friends try to cope with the loss... Beth adamson died monday in the crash near joplin, missouri... She 

taught in wichita for more than two decades... Lauren seabrook sat down with those who knew her... And 

tells us how they will remember a woman they say was a true inspiration.  Beth adamson's 8th grade social 

studies classroom will never be the same. "she was a master teacher. She had really perfected her craft." she 

planned out her week as usual ... Not knowing labor day would be her last. Wendy russell "coming into the 

building and knowing that she's not here yesterday was really hard. Today wasn't easy either." sierra 

waterman-wells "i thought, oh i wonder if i had that teacher that passed away and when i found out it was 

her i was just in shock." students honored their teacher by writing messages to her family.  Many say she 

was always their favorite. Aiyana parks"she probably didn't realize it all that much but i think she did have 

an impact on more of us than she thought she did." 15:14-15:24 caroline sharpe"beth allowed you to find 

your success and that means spending time. Not everyone will give that precious gift of time, but beth 

always did." 48:20-48:25 amy barry "the reason she was such an amazing teacher was because she had an 

amazing family that supported her." 15:53-15:56 caroline sharpe "she was an amazing woman, and changed 

so many young lives." teachers at mead middle school use the good memories to ease the pain. 55:48-55:51 

jennifer thorpe"she always had m&ms on her at all times and was willing to share." in the way she shared 

her talent as a teacher with hundreds of students for 25 years.6:06-6:15 aiyana parks"i feel like she believed 

in each and everyone of us for a reason and that she knew that we could do anything we wanted to."46:41-

46:50 amy barry"they'll never get over not having her because she was such a huge presence, but they will 

take what they learned from her and hopefull share that with the world." in wichita, lauren seabrook, 

eyewitness news. 

 

9/16/13  7am 

A former member of the kansas state board of education is opposing a school finance suit, saying school 

districts don't need more money.  Wichita republican walt chappell says school districts could save nearly a 

billion dollars by consolidating, making teachers work longer hours and cutting funding for low-income 

students.   The school finance lawsuit accuses the state and legislature of underfunding schools. The case 

has been sent to the kansas supreme court. 

 

9/27/13  8am 

Wichita state says they're working to improve the university's online learning. The goal is to increase the 

number of online students. They hope to establish some full degree online programs soon. The university 

also want to attract more students over the age of 24. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

7/1/13  7am 

A fireworks stand toppled by strong winds is back in business.  This tent at 29th and rock is raising money 

for a girl with a rare form of cancer. They lost more than 20-thousand dollars of fireworks and their tent. 

They say they lost four days because tent companies were swamped they were able to get fireworks and 

start raising money again over the weekend. We had a ton of people helping, we got everything up  and 

thank god for all of the people that showed up to help us here today because we got it whipped out pretty 

fast. Insurance covered the fireworks they lost. 

 

7/2/13  8am 

The rest of this week our weather pattern will allow a bit of a warm-up each day and we'll see cooler than 

average highs in the 80s through at least thursday. Tuesday will start out with sunshine but partly cloudy 

skies will fill-in by afternoon. An few late-day sprinkles or showers will be possible over eastern kansas but 

most of us will probably stay remain dry.  Highs will only climb into the low to mid-80s with wind 

northeast winds under 20 mph. Wednesday will be a little warmer with highs in the mid 80s and even a bit 

warmer for the fourth when most of our state tops out in the 85-90 range along with a south breeze and 

partly cloudy skies. Bottom line - the first week of july will feel more like early june so enjoy the heat relief 

this week while it lasts because it's summer in kansas and we know we'll be heating-up again soon. 

 

7/3/13  4pm 

Mostly sunny to partly cloudy skies will be found across Kansas this afternoon. An isolated shower or two 

will be possible, mainly in the east. Tonight looks quiet but not as cool as the last few nights. Your 4th of 

July holiday looks warmer with mostly sunny skies in the west and partly cloudy conditions in the east. 

There will be another chance for some showers in the east late in the day. Dry and warmer weather will be 

with us through the weekend. Readings in the 90s will continue early next week with increasing chances of 

showers and thunderstorms Monday through Wednesday. 

 

7/5/13  7am 

The fourth of july is usually a big weekend for people to go to the lake, but this year was quieter. We talked 

to amanda webster at cheney lake. She says her family goes there every year, but noticed they had the area 

to themselves. It's usually really packed out here but for some reason this year,  there's barely anyone out 

here. Good for me, less people to fight to get to the water.  > we also checked with offices at lake afton and 

el dorado lake. Both said they had campsites open... Officials at el dorado lake say they were bracing for 

big crowds, but were surprised to see fewer campers so far. Of course, traffic could pick-up this weekend. 

 

7/6/13  9pm 

Sprinkles and showers continue to move southeast across eastern Kansas, east of Wichita.  Showers and 

storms are rumbling in the west.  After Midnight, a few more sprinkles and showers will be possible in the 

central and east.  Overnight lows will be mostly in the 70s. Just a few sprinkles or showers will be possible 

first thing Sunday morning in eastern Kansas.  Clouds will give way to mostly sunny skies.  Gusty south 

winds will be on the increase, along with the heat.  Look for upper 90s to over 100 degrees for some.  Some 

late-day showers and storms are possible in the far west. We'll see more heat for the first half of the work 

week with temperatures near or over 100 degrees. Storm chances will be on the increase, especially late 

Tuesday into Thursday.  The heat will back down briefly before rising yet again at the end of the week. 

 

7/7/13  8am 

Scattered showers this morning should give way to partly cloudy skies by midday into the afternoon across 

much of central and eastern Kansas, while sunshine will dominate in the west.  Afternoon temperatures will 

be in the 90s east of I-135 with upper 90s to 103 degrees in the west.  Late-day showers and storms are 

possible in the far west.  Heat indices will be near 100 between 3-6 p.m. across central Kansas. Overnight 

skies will be partly cloudy to mostly cloudy with isolated showers and storms expected in the west, which 

may move as far east as Salina and Great Bend.  No severe storms are expected this evening. We'll see 

more heat for the first half of the work week with temperatures near or over 100 degrees. Storm chances 



 

 

will be on the increase, especially late Tuesday into Thursday.  The added moisture will keep July 

temperatures in check Wednesday and Thursday, however the heat will back by the end of the week with 

temperatures in the upper 90s to 103 degrees.  Heat indices will be running 100-105 degrees on the hottest 

days this coming week. 

 

7/8/13  4pm 

A few thunderstorms are expected in the northwest this evening. A Heat Advisory will be in effect on 

Tuesday for central and south central Kansas where heat index values are expected to reach 105-110 

degrees. Temperatures of 100-106 will cover most of the state Tuesday afternoon. A cold front moving 

across the state will bring increasing chances of thunderstorms, some severe, Tuesday afternoon into 

Wednesday. The cold front will move back to the north as a warm front on Thursday bringing chances of a 

few more storms over central and eastern Kansas late on Thursday. From Friday through the weekend dry 

weather returns with temperatures heating back up again. 

 

7/9/13  9pm 

High temperatures... Are also being blamed for this water main break. It happened on broadway... Near 

mount vernon. Officials say... The break buckled the pavement across all four-lanes. Traffic is being 

diverted to neighboring streets... While crews work to repair the road. It could re-open as early as the 

weekend. 

 

7/10/13  7am 

The heat was a challenge for firefighters near whitewater tuesday. That's where a fire burned about 100 

acres in a wheat field. The fire started while a farmer was bailing straw investigators say a spark caused 

some wheat stubble to catch fire no one was hurt... But some farm equipment was damaged. 

 

7/11/13  8am 

A few showers and storms are around central Kansas this morning, very slowly drifting to the southeast.  

Some heavy rainfall, small hail and gusty winds will be possible with the strongest storms.  Skies will turn 

partly cloudy today with highs reaching the 90s across the state. Hotter temperatures will return tomorrow 

and last through the weekend.  We should see slightly cooler temperatures early next week. 

 

7/13/13  9pm 

The sizzling Saturday will give way to a heat reprieve over the next few days as an upper level area of low 

pressure moves westward. Thicker clouds to the east of Wichita will move westward overnight and 

showers and storms should develop after Midnight.  Overnight lows will be mostly in the 70s. Rain and 

storms will be a part of your Sunday morning in central Kansas.  Clouds will be stubborn though and by 

afternoon the best chance of storms will be found over western Kansas.  Highs on Sunday will be 10-20 

degrees cooler with highs in the 80s to near 90 degrees! With the low pressure system nearby through 

Tuesday, we'll have isolated showers and storms around.  Highs will continue to be cooler than normal in 

the 80s.  Temperatures will start to warm back up into the 90s by late week. 

 

7/14/13  7am 

Grab the umbrella this morning, periods of showers and storms will continue through midday.  Clouds will 

be stubborn and by afternoon isolated storms will be found over western and southern sections of kansas.  

Highs will be 15-20 degrees cooler compared to saturday only reaching the lower and middle 80s 

statewide. Periods of evening showers and storms in the west tonight with a few evening storms possible in 

south central kansas, otherwise partly cloudy to mostly cloudy skies can be expected across central kansas.  

Overnight lows will drop in to the very comfortable 60s. An upper level disturbance slowly moving 

through the central/southern plains through tuesday, combined with abundant "tropical" moisture, we'll 

have isolated showers and storms around each afternoon.  Highs will continue to be cooler than normal in 

the 80s both monday and tuesday.  Temperatures will start to warm back up into the 90s by mid-week and 

into the weekend. 

 

7/15/13  8am 

Showers and storms will cross into southern Kansas this morning and will still be possible across southern 

Kansas this afternoon.  Our highs will be well below normal: only reaching the 80s! A few showers will be 



 

 

possible in southwest Kansas on Tuesday.  Highs again will top out in the 80s. Slowly but surely our 

temperatures will climb over the rest of the work week as highs will top out in the 90s. 

 

7/16/13  4pm 

Scattered showers and isolated thunderstorms will be fading away this evening but skies will stay mostly 

cloudy. The amount of sunshine we see and the temperatures we feel will be on the increase over the next 

few days with readings getting back above normal by Thursday. The hotter conditions will continue into 

the beginning of next week with just a slight break on Saturday when there will be a chance for some 

scattered thunderstorm activity. 

 

7/17/13  9pm 

Showers and a few thunderstorms will be scattered around Kansas through this evening. Low temperatures 

tonight will be in the 60s to around 70. We will see more sunshine the next few days along with hotter 

temperatures. There will be some chances for thunderstorms late Friday and Saturday, especially over 

eastern sections of the state. Even with more clouds and a few storms, temperatures will only dip a few 

degrees on Saturday. Things heat back up again for the start of next week. 

 

7/18/13  7am 

We'll see warmer temperatures today across the viewing area with highs in the lower to middle 90s.  Plenty 

of sunshine will be found too. An even hotter day is forecast on Friday as highs reach the middle to upper 

90s.  Some storms are possible in the late day in northwest Kansas.  These storm chances will spill 

southeast overnight Friday. More storms will be possible Saturday and Sunday but mainly for eastern 

Kansas.  Highs will stay in the 90s.  Early next week, the heat will intensify yet again. 

 

7/19/13  8am 

Thursday was hot but Friday will even a bit hotter ahead of weak front that will be moving into 

northwestern Kansas Friday evening. Look for mostly sunny skies Friday morning but increasing clouds 

toward the end of the day.  Afternoon highs will soar into the mid-90s for most of our state. Widely 

scattered storms should be develop over northern Kansas after 6 p.m.  Severe weather is not expected but 

some heavy downpours will be possible along with occasional lightning. Scattered storms will also be 

possible over southern Kansas by Saturday morning.  Temperatures will be in the low to mid 90s for 

Saturday afternoon but climb back in the mid-90s Sunday. Scattered storms will be possible from Sunday 

morning into the early afternoon but most of the area will be dry by the early evening. Highs near 100 look 

likely for next week and right now it appears we'll be storm-free through midweek. 

 

7/20/13  9pm 

Showers and storms will bring some locally heavy rain this evening but severe weather chances look rather 

low.  Wind gusts to 40-50 mph and dangerous cloud to ground lightning will be the main concerns.  Lows 

will drop to the 60s and 70s. Highs in the 90s are expected Sunday with isolated showers and storms in 

eastern Kansas tomorrow afternoon. Hotter temperatures will work in for Monday and Tuesday with rain 

chances Tuesday night and also toward the end of the work week. 

 

7/21/13  7am 

Scattered showers and rumbles of thunder this morning should diminish across central and eastern Kansas 

as the morning progresses, however clouds will be stubborn throughout the day.  Isolated showers and 

storms will develop mainly in central and eastern Kansas during the afternoon.  Clearing skies in the west.  

Temperatures will range from the upper 80s in the east to the upper 90s in the west. A few showers and 

rumbles of thunder this evening for central and southeast Kansas, however things should be quieting down 

overnight into the early morning Monday.  Overnight lows in the 60s west and lower 70s east. Hotter 

temperatures will work in for Monday and Tuesday with rain chances Tuesday night and also more chances 

of rain towards the end of the week with "cooler" temperatures next weekend. 

 

7/22/13  4pm 

A severe thunderstorm warning is in effect for reno county --  for the latest on this severe weather --  we go 

to storm team 12 meterologist merill teller. 

 



 

 

7/23/13  8am 

Argonia's fire chief says it was a rough storm last night... He rode out the storm in his vehicle... During 80 

mile per hour winds. Lightning, rain, and wind caused the most damage in argonia. The high school's roof 

tore off... Letting at least two inches of water to fall inside. It snapped power poles and brought down 

power lines all over town. Storms also ripped off a new roof at the elementary school. 

 

7/24/13  9pm 

It will be much quieter tonight across Kansas although we are looking for some scattered storms to return 

to western sections of the state overnight. Showers and storms will push slowly eastward on Thursday with 

some isolated storms becoming severe with quarter size hail and winds to 60 mph. With all the clouds and 

rain, temperatures Thursday will top out in the 80s. Storms will linger in the east early on Friday with 

decreasing clouds in the west. We will see more sunshine over the weekend with high temperatures still 

only in the 80s. There will be a slight chance for some storms Saturday night in the northwest and in the 

west and north late on Sunday. More storms are expected around the state on Monday. Look for more 

sunshine and warmer conditions on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

 

7/25/13  7am 

After a brief break from wet weather Thursday showers and storms are already parading across Kansas 

early Thursday with more on the way. Areas of rain and storms will slowly spread eastward through the 

day Thursday into and even linger into Friday morning across far eastern Kansas. A few severe storms will 

be possible, packing large hail and damaging winds but heavy rainfall could be even more of a threat for 

those areas that have seen soaking rains in recent days.  A flood watch for areas south of Wichita and 

southeast of the Kansas Turnpike. Sunshine will be limited Thursday with afternoon highs in the low to 

mid-80s statewide and light south to southeast winds. The rain is expected to move out early Friday 

morning with some sunshine returning by afternoon.  Highs will only be in the mid-80s. Right now we're 

still looking for dry weather this weekend with afternoon highs in the mid to upper-80s across the state. 

 

7/26/13  8am 

Kansas attorney general derek schmidt... Asks governor sam brownback to call a "special session." he 

wants lawmakers to re-write the state's "hard 50" law. The current law allows judges to sentence people to 

50 years before they can seek parole. A u-s supreme court decision says *juries must have the final say on 

what triggers a mandatory minimum sentence. A special session could cost kansas tax payers up to 40-

thousand dollars a day. Lawmakers' salaries make-up the bulk of the expense... With 89-dollars a day. They 

also get 123-dollars to cover expenses each day they are in session. 

 

7/27/13  9pm 

Showers and storms will fester through the evening and then become more numerous overnight.  A Severe 

Thunderstorm Watch is in effect for western Kansas, includinig Dodge City, Garden City and Syracuse 

until Midnight Central Time.  Quarter size hail and winds to 60-65 mph would be the main concerns.  

Overnight lows will drop to the upper 50s to lower 60s. Cloudy to mostly cloudy skies will be the rule on 

Sunday with occasional showers and storms.  Highs will only reach the 70s and 80s, with the warmest 

temperatures over the southern counties of the state.  Showers and storms will become more numerous in 

central and eastern Kansas Sunday night into Monday.  There will be plentiful moisture for the storm 

system to work with too, so the threat of locally heavy rain and flooding will be on the increase.  A Flood 

Watch is in effect for Hutchinson, El Dorado, Salina and Wichita from Sunday evening through Tuesday 

morning.  Some spots could see 2-3" of rain, with locally heavier amounts possible.   

 

7/28/13  7am 

It's hard to believe this is the end of July.  Last year it was 107 degrees (record high).  Today, through 

Monday night a completely different story.  Cloudy to mostly cloudy skies with periods of rain and rumbles 

of thunder will keep temperatures in the 60s and 70s for most areas of Kansas, the exception will be 

southwest sections where a few more peeks of sun are possible. A Flood Watch is in effect for Hutchinson, 

El Dorado, Salina and Wichita from Sunday afternoon through Tuesday morning.  Some spots could see 2-

4" of rain, with locally heavier amounts possible.  The rainfall today through Tuesday could put Wichita 

near the top 10 list of wettest July's on record. Showers and storms will become more numerous in central 

and eastern Kansas tonight into Monday.  There will be plentiful moisture for the storm system to work 



 

 

with too, so the threat of locally heavy rain and flooding will continue.  Rain should come to an end from 

west to east on Tuesday.  Drier weather in the forecast Wednesday through most of Friday. 

 

7/30/13  4pm 

A Dense Fog Advisory is in effect overnight for central and eastern sections of Kansas. There may be some 

patchy fog in the west but it should not hamper travel. The fog will give way to mostly sunny or partly 

cloudy skies tomorrow with a chance for some scattered storms late in the day in the west. Temperatures 

will be warmer Wednesday in most areas. Readings in the 90s will return to most areas from Thursday 

through Saturday. Overnight storms will be possible Thursday through Saturday nights. Things will dry out 

from Sunday through Tuesday. 

 

7/31/13  9pm 

People in mcpherson could soon face fines for storm debris. Many yards are still full of limbs, branches and 

other debris from a wind storm last month. Mcpherson has an ordinance saying you can't leave debris in 

your yard city officials say, since a month has passed, they will start enforcing the ordinance people with 

debris will first be given a notice. After that, the city will have the debris cleaned up at the home owner's 

expense. 

 

8/1/13  7am 

Last months wind storm hit Mcpherson hard.. It knocked down tree limbs and branches all over the city. 

And much of the mess is still there. That's why city officials are making debris removal a priority people 

with debris *still in their yards will get a notice.... If nothing is done the city will clean it, and bill the 

property owner. Mcpherson has programs to help people with debris. You can learn about them at k-w-c-h 

dot com. 

 

8/2/13  8am 

Heavy rain and storms continue across southern and eastern Kansas this morning.  After this round ends, 

more is possible late this afternoon and into the evening.  Some severe weather is possible, with hail up to 

the size of quarters and winds to 60 mph possible.  In addition, locally heavy rain will be a concern.  Highs 

today will be hot in the west, with upper 90s to near 100 degrees.  In the east, more clouds and highs in the 

upper 80s to lower 90s. More storms are possible late Saturday afternoon in the west.  Those storms will 

move east Saturday night into the first half of Sunday.  Locally heavy rain will again be a concern on top of 

saturated soils in eastern Kansas, so a Flood Watch is in effect. 

 

8/3/13  9pm 

A few evening showers across south central Kansas will fall apart with the loss of daytime heating.  A 

Tornado Watch is in effect for northeast Colorado where isolated tornadoes are possible this evening.  

These thunderstorms will bring a threat initially of some large hail and high winds to western Kansas.  The 

storms should transition to heavy rain producers as they develop eastward overnight in a very humid air 

mass.  The storms could bring 2-3 inches of rain, possibly higher in a few locations.  Given the recent 

heavy rains in parts of the state, this additional rain will cause additional flooding concerns and a Flood 

Watch is in effect.  Lows will drop to the 60s and 70s. Heavy rain and storms will be over eastern Kansas 

Sunday morning but should move out of the picture by afternoon.  Morning clouds in the west will give 

way to partly cloudy skies, while mostly cloudy skies will prevail in the east.  Sunday's highs will be 

mostly in the 80s, with any 90s relegated to the far southwest. More storm chances loom in the horizon, 

especially for the Tuesday through Thursday time frame. 

 

8/4/13  7am 

As soon as the waters started to rise saturday... You started sending us storm shots. *nick good* sent us this 

photo of north main street in hutchinson... That light pole is where the curb is. As you can see the water 

rose way past it. *bill ziegler* took this picture on 32nd terrace... There in hutch. You can see the water has 

crept up his driveway and is almost all the way to the garage this intersection is 17th and monroe, also in 

hutch. You can see the water has left the street and filled that gas station parking lot if you'd like to send us 

your storm shot...  We've made it easy. You can submit them to our free smart phone apps... E-mail them to 

storm shots at k-w-c-h dot com... Or share them on our facebook wall. Just like us... We're "k-w-c-h 12 

eyewitness news." 



 

 

 

8/5/13  8am 

High waters continue in parts of central kansas this morning. Multiple roads are still closed in reno and 

barton counties... With flood warnings for even more counties until later this morning. Law enforcement 

wants you to remember... If you see standing water while driving... "turn around, don't drown." 

 

8/7/13  9pm 

As water levels continue to rise.. The city of halstead is doing what it can to keep water out. Today... It 

started closing its flood gates. The decision came... Once the little are-kansas river started to spill-out of its 

banks. Only one of the city's three gates were closed. A decision to close the other two... Will come 

thursday. Even with the gates closed... People will be able to get in and out of the city. 

 

8/8/13  7am 

You can follow the storms as they moves east by downloading the storm team 12 app. You can check out 

the interactive radar and get the current conditions for where ever you are. Just search for "k-w-c-h" on the 

i-tunes or "google play" stores. 

 

8/9/13  8am 

Last year... Cheney lake was hurting for water... Now it reaches its capacity and then some  wichita's main 

water source is now full.... About 12-percent above the normal elevation level. El dorado lake is also 

filling-up. That lake is about eight-percent above the normal elevation. 

 

8/10/13  9pm 

Another mild night is in store for Kansas as most of the state drops into the lower to middle 60s.  A few 

clouds will be noted across the area with an isolated storm or two possible in the northwest.Temperatures 

will be slightly warmer on Sunday as some storms pop up in the central and west late tomorrow afternoon.  

Highs should reach the middle to upper 80s for most, with lower 90s in the far southwest.   

The pattern starts to turn increasingly wet for Sunday night, Monday and into Tuesday.  Showers and 

storms will be possible, with heavy rain a possibility especially for Monday night.  Given the saturated 

ground in a number of places, flooding will again be a concern.  Stay tuned to later forecasts. 

 

8/11/13  7am 

One more "nice" day across Kansas, before the storms and heavy rain potential returns.  Dry weather for 

most areas today with mostly sunny to partly cloudy skies.  There is a chance of strong to even severe 

storms across northwest Kansas during the afternoon and evening.  Temperatures will be slightly warmer 

today.  Highs will reach the upper 80s and lower 90s. The pattern starts to turn increasingly wet tonight 

through Tuesday.  Storms in northwest Kansas will roll southeast tonight, bringing chances of rain to much 

of the state during the overnight and early morning Monday.  Scattered showers and storms will continue 

Monday, with heavy rain a possibility especially for Monday night.  Given the saturated ground in a 

number of places, flooding will again be a concern.  Off and on showers and rumbles will continue through 

Tuesday.  Drier weather and "cooler" than normal temperatures are expected through Friday with only 

isolated storms across extreme western Kansas. 

 

8/12/13  8am 

Flooding has cleared up in dodge city this morning. But this is what it looked like last night. You can see 

rain filled the streets and reached half way up some tires.  Many drove through the waters. But flooding 

proved to be too much for some cars... As they got stuck on streets. No one was hurt. 

 

8/13/13  9pm 

The kansas department of transportation says, it spent more than 18-and-a-half million dollars clearing and 

salting roads this past winter. That's compared to the 7-million dollars it spent in 2012. K-dot estimates 575 

trucks spread more than 4 million gallons of salt brine over 879-thousand miles. 

 

8/14/13  7am 

Early Thursday, a small cluster of showers and embedded storms, slid southward out of western Kansas 

while the rest of the state stayed dry.  Thursday afternoon will bring more scattered storms, some locally 



 

 

heavy rainfall, and the threat for severe weather. Thursday through the day, look for increasing clouds with 

chances for storms after 2 or 3 p.m.  A few will be packing large hail and wind gusts over 60 mph. 

Afternoon highs will climb into the mid to upper-80s across the west while eastern Kansas tops out in the 

upper-70s to lower-80s. Scattered storms will linger around our state Thursday night into early Friday 

morning but dry weather is still expected by Friday afternoon and through the weekend. Saturday and 

Sunday will also bring warmer temps statewide as the mercury soars back into mid-80s to around 90 

degree. 

 

8/17/13  9pm 

A pleasant night is on tap for the Sunflower State.  Expect lows in the upper 50s East, where mostly clear to 

clear skies will prevail.  Expect low to mid 60s central and west as clouds gather to the west of Wichita.  

Some patchy fog will be possible in the northwest.  Meanwhile, some isolated showers and storms are 

again possible, especially between Dodge City and Great Bend, southward toward Coldwater and Medicine 

Lodge. Any isolated showers and storms in central Kansas will end early in the morning and fog will break 

up in the northwest.  By the afternoon, everyone should experience mostly sunny skies.  It'll be a little bit 

breezy over western Kansas where highs will reach the upper 80s.  Less wind, more sunshine but lower to 

middle 80s will be found in the central and east. As a big area of upper level high pressure builds into 

Kansas, more sunshine and warmth will prevail during the work week.  Expect highs across Kansas to top 

out in the lower to middle 90s. 

 

8/18/13  7am 

Few clouds across central Kansas and low cloudiness in the northwest portion of the state this morning, but 

by afternoon, sunshine and dry weather should be the general rule .  The southerly breeze will kick up in 

the southwest where highs will reach the middle and upper 80s.  The rest of the state, less wind and highs in 

the lower to middle 80s.  Just a picture perfect day for the middle of August.  Afternoon high temperatures 

are actually running about 8-10 degrees below normal. Mostly clear skies are expected tonight as a ridge of 

high pressure with stable weather conditions will build over Kansas.  Lows will drop into the low to middle 

60s. As this large area of upper level higher pressure builds into Kansas a stable more "summer-like" 

weather pattern will become established over the central plains, blocking storms from reaching the state.  

Expect temperatures to climb into the lower and middle 90s as the week progresses. 

 

8/20/13  4pm 

Clear skies and south winds have pushed temperatures into the 90s this afternoon over all but extreme 

eastern Kansas. Winds have been a bit gusty in the west. Tonight will continue to be clear and mild with 

diminishing winds. Tomorrow will be much like today but with temperatures a little warmer and winds just 

a little bit stronger. There is a slight chance of some showers or storms in northwest Kansas Wednesday 

night, otherwise dry conditions will be with us right into the early part of next week. And temperatures will 

continue to be at or above normal as well. 

 

8/21/13  9pm 

Clear skies and quiet weather expected overnight. There may be a few showers or thunderstorms in 

northeast Colorado and southwest Nebraska, but the activity will be very isolated. Lows will drop into the 

mid and upper 60s with a south breeze. Thursday will be hot once again with mostly sunny skies and highs 

back above 90 for most of Kansas. South winds will be gusty in the afternoon, with some areas in western 

Kansas seeing gusts over 25 or 30 mph. There won't be much change in the weather through the upcoming 

weekend. 

 

8/23/13  8am 

A cluster of showers and storms rolled northward through central and western Kansas while the east stayed 

dry overnight. Our recent return to arid, summertime conditions, will likely continue through month's end 

as a large area of high pressure parks itself over our region. It just will not only be dry but we'll also 

continue to see near or even slightly above normal temperatures. Friday will bring more sunny to mostly 

sunny skies and afternoon highs ranging from around 90 degrees for far eastern Kansas to the low to mid-

90s across the west. Southerly winds will be gusty at times by afternoon and parts of western Kansas will 

see a few top 25 mph at times later in the day. A large portion of the state may not see any more rainfall 



 

 

through the rest of the month and most of us will see more highs in the low to mid-90s and sunny to mostly 

sunny through all of next week. 

 

8/24/13  9pm 

Thanks to a huge area of high pressure aloft over the Plains, our hot and dry forecast will persist through all 

of next week and perhaps even into next weekend.  We'll see daytime highs in the 90s, with the warmest 

temperatures residing over the drought-stricken area of western Kansas. 

 

8/25/13  7am 

Stagnant weather pattern in place across much of the central plains.  Status quo- weather conditions with 

little change expected through the upcoming week.  A ridge of high pressure in the upper levels of the 

atmosphere is responsible for this summer-time weather pattern.  Afternoon highs in the 90s to near 100 in 

the west.  Breezy conditions during the afternoon, especially today through Tuesday with higher gusts 

expected in western Kansas. 

 

8/26/13  8am 

What we've seen and felt weather-wise the last few days will be a lot like what's on the way this week as an 

area of high pressure remains parked overhead here in the central Plains.The sprawling dome of high 

pressure will continue to push the storm track well off to the north and west of Kansas keeping any 

rain/storm chances far away. More hot temperatures, ranging from 95 to 100 degrees, should be expected 

for most of our state Monday. Sunny skies will rule with a south wind gusting to 25 or 30 mph in the 

afternoon; especially in western Kansas. The rest of our work and school week looks the same: more 

sunshine and hot weather in fact a few areas could hit 100 by week's end and not a drop of rain in sight 

right now. 

 

8/27/13  4pm 

Heavy rains have helped the state get out of a drought, but wichita city leaders are preparing for more dry 

times ahead. "water management"... Was the focus of this morning's city council work-shop. The public 

works director told the board... Cheney (chee-knee) lake... Is at 120-percent right now.      And... Overall 

usage is down 22-percent since last year.  But the city may consider starting water restrictions... And 

charging fines to heavy-users if drought conditions return. Look for the city to develop and vote on a 

drought plan... By early next year. 

 

8/28/13  9pm 

Partly cloudy skies will be with us overnight as a weak weather system spins over western Kansas.  Lows 

will drop to the 60s and 70s. As that weather system moves eastward across the state tomorrow, expect the 

scattered clouds to persist in eastern Kansas, with decreasing clouds found in the west behind it. Highs in 

the upper 90s to near 100 degrees will be the rule in western Kansas, with middle 90s for central Kansas. A 

large area of high pressure will redevelop in the Rockies by Friday, giving us more sunshine and heat on 

Friday.  While Saturday looks hot again, we will watch as another weak system drops down into the region 

from the northwest.  It may touch off an isolated storm in the northwest Saturday night and then over the 

rest of the state late Sunday and Sunday night. High temperatures will back down a bit on Labor Day. 

 

8/29/13  7am 

A weak weather system will slide through eastern Kansas Thursday throwing scattered clouds across that 

part of the state but no rain while the west sees clear skies, Look for afternoon highs in the upper-90s to 

near 100 degrees in the west with low to mid-90s elsewhere. The large area of high pressure that's been part 

of our hot dry weather picture for the last week, will relocate to the Rockies by Friday meaning sunny skies 

and more for Kansas.  Saturday should be the hottest day of the weekend as most of us top out near 100 but 

our Storm Team will be watching another weak weather-maker as it drops down into our region from the 

northwest.  The system could touch off an isolated storm around northwest Kansas Saturday night and then 

over the rest of the state late Sunday into Sunday night. We can expect a bit of heat relief for our holiday 

Monday as Labor Day highs fall back into the lower-90s. 

 

8/30/13  8am 



 

 

There will be plenty of sunshine and heat again this afternoon.  Areas along and west of I-135 should easily 

get to 100 degrees or hotter.  Eastern Kansas should reach the upper 90s.  A Heat Advisory is out for 

northeast Kansas this afternoon where the heat index will exceed 105. The heat will persist into Saturday.  

Highs again will top out in the upper 90s to just over 100 degrees.  A cold front will work southward across 

Kansas late Saturday afternoon and Sunday, sparking isolated showers and storms during this time.  A cool 

down is in order by Sunday and Labor Day with highs in the upper 80s to the low and middle 90s.  The 

heat will start to build back in toward the middle of the work week. 

 

8/31/13  9pm 

Some widely scattered storms will move southeast across the state in the overnight hours.  Lows will drop 

to the 60s and 70s. A southward-moving cold front will continue to touch off showers and storms on 

Sunday but it will also bring a slight cool down.  Highs for the first day of September are expected in the 

80s and 90s, with no triple digits!  Some storms are still possible in the afternoon, mainly over southern 

Kansas. On Labor Day, expect highs to be just in the upper 80s across the entire state.  However, as a large 

area of high pressure aloft starts to intensify next week, we'll see the thermostat rise through the work 

week.  

 

9/1/13  7am 

A cold front moving through Kansas will continues to produce off/on showers and rumbles of thunder.  The 

front will make it through most of Kansas by early evening.  Areas south of this weather system will 

remain "hot" (mid-90s), while areas north of the system will be "cooler" (80s and low 90s) compared to the 

100 degree heat Saturday. A few storms are still possible in the afternoon, mainly over southern Kansas. 

Clearing skies tonight with very comfortable temperatures. Morning lows dropping into the 50s and 60s.  

On Labor Day, expect relatively cloud free skies with highs in the upper 80s statewide.  A perfect day for 

outdoor activities.  Don't get too use to the pleasant conditions, it looks like the heat will slowly build back 

into the region by the middle of the week and stick around through next weekend.  Maybe even a few 100 

degree readings in western Kansas before the week is over. 

 

9/2/13  4pm 

Lots of sunshine and warming temperatures will be found across Kansas all week long. It also looks like 

any rainfall is out of the question. 

 

9/3/13  9pm 

No big changes in Kansas weather this week. Lots of sunshine and slowly warming temperatures are 

headed our way. By the end of the week and into the weekend we will see high temperatures in the mid to 

upper 90s. The next chance for rain will come Sunday night into Monday but only for far western sections 

of the state. A cold front moving into the state on Tuesday will bring an increasing chance for at least some 

scattered rain around the state. 

 

9/4/13  7am 

Sunny to mostly sunny skies will prevail on this Hump Day with temperatures mostly in the 90s.  South 

winds will turn gusty in northwest Kansas.The warming trend continues through the rest of the week and 

into the weekend. with abundant sunshine and highs in the middle to upper 90s. 

 

9/5/13  8am 

Another hot day is forecast across the state as a few high clouds drift overhead.  Look for highs in the 90s. 

There's no break in the heat forecast through Friday and the weekend with sunny skies and highs in the 90s.  

Some triple digits are possible in western Kansas. A chance of rain and storms loom late Monday through 

Wednesday across portions of the state. 

 

9/6/13  4pm 

The heat continues across Kansas. We saw a few triple digit temperatures this afternoon and will likely see 

even more of them this weekend. It will stay hot Monday and Tuesday until a cold front moves in from the 

northwest late Tuesday into Wednesday. The cold front will bring cooling and a chance for some scattered 

showers and thunderstorms from late Tuesday through Wednesday. Temperatures will drop back into the 

80s on Thursday and Friday. 



 

 

 

9/7/13  7am 

A clear to mostly clear sky is forecast overnight as lows drop to the 60s and 70s.  The weather pattern 

remains unchanged on Sunday as highs over most of Kansas reach triple digits.  In some places, record 

highs will be possible. We see more heat in the forecast Monday and Tuesday before a slow-moving cold 

front arrives.  Isolated showers and storms will be possible but widespread, soaking rains look unlikely.  

Highs behind the front will be in the 80s to close out the work week. 

 

9/8/13  7am 

Another hot day in Kansas.  Plenty of sunshine, combined with dry weather conditions will result in 

temperatures climbing to near record levels and in some cases breaking records today.  Temperatures 

statewide will range from 98 to 105.  Records today for Wichita - 101, Salina - 106, Dodge City - 101, 

Garden City - 99, Goodland - 100. We see more heat in the forecast Monday and Tuesday, however fewer 

triple digits.  A slow-moving cold front arrives late Monday into Tuesday (northwest Kansas), however 

doesn't make it to southern Kansas until Wednesday/Thursday.  Isolated showers and storms will be 

possible but widespread, soaking rains look unlikely.  Best chances for moisture through the next 7 days 

remains across the northern half of the state.  Once the cold front moves through highs will drop into the 

middle and upper 80s. 

 

9/9/13  8am 

Parts of Kansas have seen record heat the last few days but we're all in for some weather changes later this 

week. Our work and school week will start out breezy and hot again with above average highs and gusty 

southerly winds under a sunny to mostly sunny sky. Look for afternoon temps to soar into the mid-90s to 

around 100 degrees statewide. A slow moving cold front will push into northwest Kansas Monday evening 

and eventually stall across the central part of our state Tuesday afternoon. Most of the will still see highs in 

the mid-90s, some of the west and northwest will be cooling down a bit tomorrow. Storm chances will be 

highest Tuesday night and Wednesday over northwest Kansas while the rest of the state will probably stay 

dry. Everyone will cool-down into the mid to upper-80s by Thursday and Friday along with rising rain 

chances by week's end. 

 

9/10/13  4pm 

Scattered showers and thunderstorms this evening in western and north central Kansas. Storms should 

diminish by midnight. A slow moving cold front will bring increasing chances of showers and storm in the 

west and north on Wednesday, spreading southeastward Wednesday night and Thursday. 

 

9/11/13  9pm 

After nearly three weeks with hot and dry weather, changes are underway for Kansas with rain and cooler 

temperatures. Many areas will fall below normal on high temperatures for the remainder of the week. 

Scattered showers and storms will continue for western and northern Kansas overnight. Severe storms are 

not expected, but some brief heavy downpours will accompany the heavier storms. Lows will fall into the 

60s, but could see upper 50s in the northwest. Thursday will be cooler statewide. Highs will be in the 70s 

and low 80s with off and on rain and a few thunderstorms. Light winds from the east or northeast will be 

expected. Rainfall amounts of .50 to 1 inch will be possible by the end of the day. The rain chance will 

linger Thursday night around central and western Kansas. Friday will start out with some rain in the 

western half of the state, but expect conditions to be drying up Friday afternoon with some breaks in the 

clouds toward the end of the day. Highs will be in the upper 70s to near 80 with lower humidity. 

 

9/12/13  7am 

Weeks of hot, dry weather will come to an end Thursday as a cold front ushers in cooler temps, scattered 

showers and isolated thunderstorms. Most of Kansas will see below normal high temperatures Thursday 

and Friday. Scattered showers and storms rolled across western and northern Kansas early Thursday and 

will continue, off and on, through the day. Severe storms are not expected, but brief heavy downpours will 

pass through with a few stronger storms. Thursday will be much cooler statewide with afternoon highs 

ranging from the lower 70s northwest to the low to mid-80s southeast. Occasional rain and a few 

thunderstorms will slowly sink into southern Kansas by afternoon along with light winds from the 

east/northeast. Rainfall amounts of .50 to 1 inch will be possible in most areas by day's end. Rain chances 



 

 

will linger through Thursday night over central and western Kansas. The western half of our state will start 

the day with areas of light rain Friday but expect drier weather by afternoon with some breaks in the clouds 

toward the end of the day. Friday highs will be in the upper-70s to around 80 degrees with lower humidity. 

Warmer temperatures will return this weekend and stick around through most of next week. Another round 

of showers or storms will also be possible late Sunday into Monday. 

 

9/14/13  9pm 

New at 9... a small earthquake rattles south central kansas.  The 2-point-8 magnitude quake hit around two 

this afternoon about 9 miles southeast of anthony A few people called the newsroom to report feeling the 

tremor in nearby Bluff City. The U-S Geological Survey says the quake was about 3 miles deep. 

 

9/15/13  9pm 

Scattered storms along a cold front will continue across southern Kansas into the night. Cooler 

temperatures will be around for the start of the new week. Look for lows to drop into the 50s across western 

Kansas, but should stay in the low to mid 60s for central and eastern Kansas. The wind will be out of the 

north. Cloudy skies and cooler temperatures will be around for Monday. Although a few rain showers will 

be possible, much of the state will likely have a dry day. North winds will turn more easterly toward the 

end of the day. A chance for showers and storms will return to the area Monday night as warmer air 

returns. Tuesday looks breezy with south winds gusting to 30 mph. Temperatures will go up into the upper 

80s with lots of afternoon sunshine. Another cold front is coming Thursday night, and that will set much of 

Kansas up for another round of rain. 

 

9/16/13  7am 

More scattered showers and storms will make their way across Kansas through at least midday Monday. 

Much cooler air will also overspread our area but the heat relief will only be temporary as another surge of 

summer temps returns by the middle of the week. Look for gray skies Monday with afternoon highs in the 

60s and 70s. Areas of rain and embedded thunderstorms will roll through southern and eastern Kansas 

through early afternoon. Northeast to east winds will prevail throughout the day. Another round of showers 

and storms move through Kansas Monday night as warmer pushes back into our region. Tuesday looks 

breezy with southerly winds gusting to around 30 mph. Temperatures will soar into the upper 80s to around 

90 degrees under a mostly sunny sky. Wednesday will be windy and warm followed by another cold front 

Thursday night which will set us up for another round of rain and storms. 

 

9/17/13  8am 

Morning showers and storms are mostly along and east of I-135.  Areas of fog will be out there too, 

especially to the west of Wichita.  Highs this afternoon will warm to the 80s as some sunshine returns. A 

hot and windy forecast is in store for Wednesday with storm chances arriving on Thursday.  Cooler 

temperatures will hang around for Friday and Saturday. 

 

9/18/13  4pm 

A mild night is in store for Kansas as lows drop to the 60s over all of western Kansas.  Lows near 70 

degrees will be common in Wichita and Salina. A cold front will invade northwest Kansas by early 

Thursday, bringing some scattered showers.  Later in the afternoon, showers and storms will develop and 

some could be strong to marginally severe.  Hail and wind would be the chief  concerns.  Highs in the 70s 

are expected in northwest Kansas while upper 80s will be found to the south of the front. Storms will 

continue over eastern Kansas Thursday night will some locally heavy rainfall possible especially east of 

Wichita.  A much cooler forecast is on the way for Friday with highs in the 70s!  The weekend will be 

pleasant as well with temperatures in the 80s. 

 

9/19/13  9pm 

Lightning is to blame for a house fire in Andover. It happened before 6-30 this evening A woman was 

home at the time. She got out safely. Fire crews were able to put the fire out. It caused about 25-thousand 

dollars in damage. 

 

9/21/13  9pm 



 

 

A clear night is forecast across Kansas as lows drop down into the 50s.  We'll see sunny skies for most of 

the state on Sunday, with a little high cloudiness into the northwest.  Highs will reach the 80s tomorrow, 

the first day of Fall.  Expect the wind to be a little stronger tomorrow afternoon, with gusts over 30 mph in 

the west. As a storm system moves through the central Rockies Sunday night and into the Plains on 

Monday, we'll see slim chances for showers, and even a few thunderstorms.  There isn't a whole lot of 

moisture for this upcoming system to work with so the rain will be rather hit and miss. Warmer 

temperatures and increasing wind will be a part of the forecast by mid to late week, with more storm 

chances at the tail end of the work week. 

 

9/22/13  8am 

Delano residents are reacting to a decision not to drill for oil in that neighborhood. City leaders say an 

application to dig for oil through fracking has been withdrawn. That is a victory for the delano 

neighborhood association... Who fought against the move since it was first introduced a few months ago. 

Karen cravens: there were issues like the possibility we'd be giving away the lease on this land then going 

under the river, finding oil on state land, then the state gets the money. There were concerns that even if the 

environmental concerns were completely eleviated, if that oil well was completely silent and completely 

odor free,  it would still scare away people from our businesses down town. A lot of which are very green 

oriented.  The plan now is to make the space into a park and plaza to hold community events. 

 

9/23/13  4pm 

Wind has been the talking point at the water cooler today. There have been some sprinkles moving across 

central Kansas and there could be a few showers and storms in the northwest this evening. Temperatures 

will be on a warming trend through Thursday before the next storm system affects our state. That storm 

should bring showers and storms beginning Thursday night in the northwest and then spreading across the 

state on Friday and Friday night. High temperatures will drop back into the 70s over the weekend before 

the next warming trend kicks in. 

 

9/24/13  7am 

Monday's fast-moving storm system will continue to spin away from our area Tuesday dragging clouds 

away from Kansas and giving us a lighter winds. Early morning lows dipped into the 50s with light winds 

turning to the west-northwest under a clear sky. Tuesday will be sunny and mild with highs near 80 nearly 

statewide. Northwest winds will be a bit gusty before noon but back-off quite a bit after the lunch hour. 

Look for wicked southerly winds to return to Kansas Wednesday and Thursday along with much warmer 

temperatures, Afternoon highs will climb into the mid-80s to around 90 degrees both days with sunny to 

mostly sunny skies. 

 

9/25/13  8am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says although it was a bit breezy Tuesday afternoon, all things considered, 

winds were pretty tolerable.  We will not be saying the same about the breeze through week's end however, 

as wicked winds return along with much warmer temps. Wednesday afternoon we can expect highs in the 

mid to upper-80s, gusty southerly winds out west and sunny to mostly sunny skies. Thursday will bring 

extreme winds statewide and the potential for more blowing dust problems over western Kansas. Highs 

Thursday will creep up a few more degrees, topping out around 90. Big weather changes are on the way 

Friday as a storm system moves out of the Rockies bringing scattered showers and thunderstorms to Kansas 

late Friday and Saturday. Dry weather will return Sunday and continue into early next week. 

 

9/26/13  4pm 

Heat and wind have been the weather words this afternoon across Kansas. Temperatures have reached the 

upper 80s to mid 90s, the warmest being in SW Kansas. Clouds will be increasing tonight and tomorrow as 

a cold front slowly makes a journey across the state. Showers and thunderstorms should break out in the 

northwest around midday and slowly spread eastward. The rain should exit eastern Kansas Saturday 

afternoon. Behind the cold front we will see weekend temperatures only making it into the 70s, with a few 

upper 60s expected in the northwest on Saturday. Dry weather and slowly warming conditions will be 

found from Sunday through next Thursday. 

 

9/27/13  8am 



 

 

Another windy day is forecast for the Sunflower State as partly cloudy skies develop.  Temperatures will be 

quite warm: in the upper 80s to near 90 degrees.  Some late-day showers and storms are possible in western 

Kansas.  Some severe weather is possible, with high winds and a bit of hail possible.  Any tornado threat 

looks rather isolated at this time.  None the less, these storms could cause some delays to high school 

football games on this Catch it Kansas Friday. Showers and storms will move eastward tonight, affecting 

Wichita, Hutchinson and Salina after Midnight.  The severe weather threat by then will wane.  Storms look 

likely for the Wichita area Saturday morning during the Race for the Cure, so definitely plan to bring along 

the rain gear.  Skies will turn partly cloudy to mostly sunny by afternoon.  It'll be breezy with highs only in 

the 70s. 

 

9/28/13  9pm 

If you leave the windows open tonight, you'll likely be reaching for an extra blanket!  Under clear skies, 

light winds and with dry air in place, we expect a chilly night across Kansas as lows drop into the 40s!  

We'll see plenty of sunshine on Sunday and a simply gorgeous afternoon as highs climb to the middle and 

upper 70s. More sunshine and even warmer temperatures will be around early next week as highs climb 

back to the 80s.  The next storm system is forecast to arrive by late Thursday and into Friday.  In addition 

to stirring up the wind, shower and storm chances will be in the fold.  It appears another blast of Fall air 

will arrive in time for next weekend. 

 

9/29/13  7am 

Meteorologist Dean Jones says if you're headed out the door this morning, you might need an extra layer.  

A cool start to the morning with clear skies and light winds.  Most areas will start the day in the 40s, 

however abundant sunshine will warm temperatures into the "comfortable" range by afternoon.  Afternoon 

highs will warm into the middle and upper 70s. Another cool night across the region with clear skies and 

light winds.  Once again, temperatures will be cool enough to open up the windows, however a blanket will 

probably be needed by the time you get up.  Overnight lows will drop into the 40s and lower 50s as you 

head out the door to school or work. More sunshine and even warmer temperatures will be around early 

next week as highs climb back into the 80s.  The next storm system is forecast to arrive by late Thursday 

and into Friday.  Expect windy conditions as this system moves in, with showers and storms possible.  It 

appears another blast of Fall air will arrive in time for next weekend. 

 

9/30/13  4pm 

Mostly sunny and mild today across Kansas. Clear and cool tonight although not as cool as last night. It 

will be sunny to mostly sunny and a little warmer tomorrow and Wednesday. A storm system coming out 

of the Rockies will bring increasing chances for showers and thunderstorms on Thursday and Friday. 

Temperatures will also tumble at that time. Mostly sunny conditions will return for the weekend but high 

temperatures on Saturday will only reach the 60s. Things will be warming up on Sunday and Monday. 

 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

7/1/13  7am 

Another three year old is hurt when a car crashes into a south wichita home. The child was inside of the 

home when it happened.  Police say a teen was learning to drive when she went onto the grass and crashed 

into the house. She pushed a dresser into the child. The child suffered minor injuries and is expected to be 

okay. 

 

7/4/13  9pm 

And remember... If you have fireworks complaints tonight... There is a special number for you to call in 

sedgwick county. The non-emergency line's designed to keep 9-1-1 lines open for calls that need actual 

fire, police or e-m-s response. The hotline number is 290-10-11... It's open between 6-30 and 3 tonight, 

tomorrow and saturday. 

 

7/7/13  8am 

Health care is expensive... So it's nice when you can get it for free. The ninth annual health fair by hope 

incorporated gave people access to health screenings and dental care. Doctors also offered hearing tests. 

Organizers say personal health has an effect on the community. Advanced health screenings can also help 

doctors detect diseases or other problems... Early detection is key to managing most conditions. 

 

7/9/13  9pm 

State fire marshals hope to have answers for some people in west kansas. That's after a propane tank 

exploded last night. Several people were evacuated. The situation was under control with-in a few hours. 

State fire marshals are looking for a cause. They hope to have that sometime tomorrow. 

 

7/10/13  7am 

It hit 107 degrees in wichita tuesday... The heat is also blamed for a water main break that shut down 

broadway and mount vernon...  And caused part of ridge road to buckle.  Traffic on ridge was reduced to 

two lanes for several hours...  All four lanes were open again yesterday. A water main break shut down the 

intersection at broadway and mount vernon. It may be closed through the weekend. 

 

7/14/13  7am 

We're learning more why people got sick at a salina wedding... The health department now says food 

poisoning is to blame tests found people who attended the wedding were exposed to the norovirus. About 

40 people who attended the reception came down with stomach problems... The health department says it 

came from contaminated food prepared at *martinelli's little italy restaurant*. Several violations were 

found during an inspection of the restaurant's kitchen. 

 

7/15/13  8am 

A fisherman finds a body floating in the water off the wilson dam in Russell County. The sheriff's office 

was called around seven sunday morning. The body was turned over to the coroner's office. The name of 

the victim has not yet been released. 

 

7/18/13  7am 

A roof problem leads to a governmental fight in salina. Last may...the roof of the health department was 

deemed unsafe. The department was forced to move to temporary locations. Samantha anderson says those 

who use services hope for a solution. Babies need their food... But sometimes moms need a little help. They 

help me get formula and baby food and baby cereal, that kind of stuff. Brittany try-on goes to the health 

department  to get checks to feed her daughter riley... She says it would be difficult without their help. Just 

with other expenses i have and he dad isn't in the picture right now. Std up: ever since the health 

department had to move out of it's original building last spring when the roof was deemed unsafe, there's 

been a number of questions about its future, including where it will be and who will be funding it... Hd 

director: "6:00 i think people are not sure, it's just been a number of months of things just being in flux..." 

the city and the county have co-funded the health department since the 1950's but now they've come to a 



 

 

disagreement, the city commission want to build a new building or remodel another one. City com: it's been 

brought to our attention that the current building are not ideal. While county members say the best option is 

to remodel and possibly add on to the old building. Count com: 49":00 "it's a viable building, once it's 

repaired it will be as good as new  if now better." the city says it wants a new agreement with the 

county...both sides are talking but nothing is set in stone. Both agree keeping all services the health 

department offers is the priority. Because this fight isn't just about a building - it's the health of people and 

kids just like riley. She is very important she's my whole life. 

 

7/22/13  4pm 

A man accidentally shoots himself near goddard this morning --  but he is expected to be okay. Authorities 

say the man was sitting in his car, on a construction site, waiting for the rain to pass.   That's when workers 

heard a gun shot.   The man shot himself in the thigh and finger with a semi automatic weapon. Authorities 

say charges won't be filed since the man had a permit for his gun. 

 

7/23/13  8am 

Kansas considers new rules for hydraulic fracturing, or fracking. State utility officials want oil and natural 

gas companies to reveal what chemicals they use in the process. The kansas corporation commission 

outlined the proposed rules monday. The chemicals would have to be listed in a k-c-c database or online 

industry database. But companies could avoid some disclosures if their chemicals are a trade secret. The k-

c-c plans a public hearing on these proposals here in wichita, on august 10. 

 

7/24/13  9pm 

First tonight... We have some traffic news to pass along to you.  Wichita officers are asking drivers to stay 

away from the area around hydraulic and 37-th... Near k-96. That's where a trailer has come loose from its 

truck. Police say... A wire got wrapped around the trailers pin... Un-latching it from the truck's hitch. The 

trailer smashed into the ground. Police say... Some gas spilled onto the road. The truck has been moved. 

Police say, the road will remain closed for about another 30 minutes. No one was hurt. 

 

7/25/13  7am 

A north wichita road is open again after an accident involving a "semi". A trailer came loose from a semi 

near hydraulic and 37th street. The road was closed while crews cleaned up the mess. No one was hurt. 

 

7/31/13  9pm 

Officials are looking for a possible plane crash. That's after a call came in about a an ultra light type plane 

going down in a cornfield just north of mulvane. Officials have been searching for about an hour now. So 

far they haven't found anything. This is what witnesses told police stay with eyewitness news on air and on 

line at k-w-c-h dot com. We will bring you the latest as this story develops. 

 

8/1/13  7am 

A teen is in critical condition after falling from a tree. It happened at sedgwick county park just before eight 

last night. Witnesses say the teen fell approximately 20 feet. 

 

8/2/13  8am 

It makes me feel really sad that somebody would do that to her and that she has to wear that, all day, 

almost. A rose hill family searches for the person who burned their dog with chemicals they say they can't 

understand why someone would deliberately hurt their great dane puppy, lilly. They shared lilly's story with 

pilar pedraza in hopes of finding out. A warning... Some of the video may be disturbing.vanessa: i just feel 

so bad for her. She whines. It hurts. It's itchy. She can't get to it. She doesn't understand it. Vanessa it's 

hard. Not just for four month old lilly... But for her people, too. Kaylyn: i don't like the person who did that 

because, um, she's really special to me. Brooke really sad. Lilly's wound first showed up a little over a 

week ago. Vanessa and we had thought that it was just... Just a scratch. But it wasn't healing. Then... 

Vanessa i got the call that her back looked worse. And i was like, what do you mean worse? And i got the 

picture of it. And it just looked blistered, and like the skin was kind of melting into her fur and i was like, 

that is... Way worse. Vanessa blanc rushed the family pet to the emergency vet.  Vanessa and said 

everything points to a chemical burn. That's why it took so long to understand... Vanessa the chemicals 

kind of mess with it from underneath the skin, up. So it had to, it was spreading under her skin 4:36 but i 



 

 

didn't know that anything was spreading. At first the blancs were afraid that it was something around the 

house or the yard that they had left out that had caused lilly's burn. But a search found nothing. Vanessa we 

searched the perimeter of my yard. We searched the shed. We searched on the porch. In the garage. 

Everywhere. There was no chemicals in my backyard that she could've got to. So it was just... The only 

other option was someone had to put something on her. The blancs filed a police report. Now... They wait.. 

And wonder. Vanessa i just want to know why. I want to know why they would've done it. If she was 

barking or causing a problem, then all you had to do was come tell me. I mean, i would've gladly fixed it. 

You didn't have to hurt her, for whatever she was doing. In rose hill, pilar pedraza, eyewitness news. 

 

8/5/13  8am 

Police are asking drivers to avoid northbound 235 from meridian to the eye-135 / k-96 north junction traffic 

is down to one lane due to an accident.  We'll update you as the situation changes. 

 

8/7/13  9pm 

Flood water not only threatens homes... But threatens to sweep cars off roads. Tonight a warning in reno 

county....where several motorists have had be rescued. Jim grawe is there live to show us why the situation 

is so dangerous. 

 

8/8/13  7am 

A man is killed after he's hit by a train in south wichita emergency crews were called to the area of 

hydraulic and pawnee just after five wednesday. Witnesses say the man was crossing the tracks on a 

sidewalk when he was hit. The train did give several warning signals with the horn... And the arms were 

down but witnesses say the man continued to walk. Railroad investigators have been notified. They'll be 

doing a joint investigation with police. 

 

8/9/13  8am 

Floodwaters have many dangers from your property to your health. So many people have been seen 

splashing around and playing in it. The most obvious danger is they could be swept away and end up 

drowning. But...there's also the consideration that flooded streets are less swimming pool and more 

cesspool.  This water can contain all sorts of toxins. We scooped some up in halstead....and took it to a lab 

to get it analyzed. Flood water is going to pick up agricultural things if it's runoff from the fields,  you're 

talking about kids playing in the streets so then you're looking at the oils and residues left by the 

automobile exhaust that's also going to be in the water. it's likely waste from flooded out septic systems is 

in the floodwaters. A lab crew says it can be the most dangerous toxin. They're going to test this sample for 

ecoli....which will also indicate the presence of more dangerous bacteria and viruses. The testing takes 24 

hours--- so we'll have the results for you tonight (friday). 

 

8/11/13  7am 

A 69-year-old hutchinson woman is at a Wichita hospital...  After Her car was found overturned in the ditch 

at E 56th. The other driver... A 21-year-old woman... Said she didn't see the woman slow down in front of 

her. Her vehicle slammed into the back... And pushed the woman's car to the ditch where it rolled. No word 

on how serious the woman's injuries are. 

 

8/13/13  8am 

Today we expect more from hays police... About an infant found unresponsive at a daycare. The 8-week-

old infant died over the weekend at a wichita hospital. Now that daycare has lost its licenese. An 

emergency order of suspension says daycare owner michelle sarver put the child down for a nap. It says the 

baby was on a bed propped up by pillows and blankets. The infant was left unattended for about a half 

hour. Sarver found the baby on its stomach and called 9-1-1. She says she also performed c-p-r. 

 

8/21/13  9pm 

Investigators try to determine what caused a northeast kansas bus crash. About 30 sixth grad girls were on 

the bus at the time. 23 of them hurt none of their injuries are life threatening officials say, the bus was on 

it's way to a campout when it slid off the ramp connecting kansas 7 with kansas 32 in bonner springs and 

overturned most injuries were just cuts and scrapes. Hospital officials say, one girl suffered a broken collar 

bone and a second a possible concussion. 



 

 

 

8/25/13  7am 

But first we start with breaking news from north kansas this morning... Where a two-vehicle accident has 

closed a portion of i-70. The west bound lanes are closed starting at mile marker 2-29.  That's west of 

salina. What we know... Is there were two s-u-vs involved... But no word on injuries at this time. This story 

is developing... We'll bring you updates as we get them... On-air and online at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

8/27/13  4pm 

Firefighters had to fight this garage fire... In what they call... Defensive mode. The fire started last night... 

in the 26-hundred block of North Salina. The fire did not reach any homes. But... there were some power 

lines down. Westar disconnected the power... while crews fought the fire. Officials are still working to 

determine a cause. 

 

9/1/13  7am 

It's a deadly start to the labor day holiday. Three people died in traffic accidents across the state this 

weekend. One woman was killed when her car rolled into a pasture near dodge city. It happened around 1 

o'clock saturday afternoon. And a motorcyclist was killed when he skidded in front of a car late friday 

night. That happened on highway 56 in morris county - about five miles east of herington. The highway 

patrol says 18-year old ethan carroll died at the scene. An 18-year old wichita woman - driving the car was 

also hurt - but expected to be okay. 

 

9/3/13  9pm 

New at nine tonight. Police in arkansas city investigating the weekend death of a 17-month old baby. The 

cowley county attorney the child was not under the direct care of a physician at the time. An autopsy has 

been ordered. Police do not believe the death to be suspicious. 

 

9/4/13  7am 

New this morning.. a man has to be pulled out of a vehicle after an overnight crash he went to the hospital 

in very critical condition. wichita police say he may have been speeding near eye-235 and zoo boulevard. 

eyewitnesses say he somehow went off the bridge there and Into fence posts and a barrier. No one else was 

hurt. 

 

9/10/13  4pm 

One man is in serious condition... After a car ran into a scooter in salina. Officers say... 93-year-old eugene 

olson... Was driving his scooter when he was hit. Both the car and the scooter were headed north on tulane 

avenue scooters are allowed on the streets... When there are no sidewalks. However... They are supposed to 

be going against traffic. And, police say... Olson was going with traffic. The driver, dennis campbell says.... 

He tried to swerve out of the way. I wasn't expecting a scooter in the road, they have nursing areas, ... So 

you have to watch out for scooters, police say... The incident is still under investigation.  

 

9/11/13  9pm 

Hundreds of kansans are now eligable for in-home medical care. Governor sam brownback says his 

administration will release 37-million dollars over the next two years. That money was set aside by 

lawmakers earlier this year to address waiting lists. He says more than 650 people with physical and 

developmental disabilities will be taken off a kan-care wait list of nearly 5-thousand to get those services. 

The state will notify those people sometime in the next month. 

 

9/12/13  7am 

About 2-thousand books had to be destroyed because of bed bugs.  A donor called the lawrence public 

library saying books they donated books that contained the bugs. It also forced the library to cancel their 

benefit book sale..resulting in about 30 thousand in losses. 

 

9/16/13  7am 

The brakes have been put on a company's plan to drill for oil in downtown wichita.     The project has had 

opposition from businesses and restaurants in the delano district. "trek a-e-c" says wichita could get at least 

15 percent of the royalties from any oil it finds. City council and the planning commission put the brakes 



 

 

on the plan. One concern is the drilling could derail a proposed apartment development in downtown 

wichita. 

 

9/17/13  8am 

We know for a fact that you might determine how much you thought our care was good by how long you 

had to wait.  Wichita emergency rooms want your business--and this is just one example of how they're 

trying to get it. These wesley billboards went up monday telling you the average "wait time" to see a 

doctor. Hannah davis explains why the competition is so high. 

 

9/19/13  9pm 

A 17-month old boy pulled from a family pond has now died. Ethan kimmi was found in the pond at his 

grandparents' house monday. Police say, the boy used a doggie door to get outside. He was later found by 

his grandfather ethan's family says they would like to thank everyone for their prayers and support.  

Anyone who wishes to help with expenses can go to any credit union of america... And donate under ethan 

kimmi memorial fund. 

 

9/20/13  7am 

A hutchinson third-grader is back home after he was stabbed in the chest with a pencil by another child. 

The boys were at school. The principal says it was an accident. One of them was carrying a set of colored 

pencils... When they ran into each other. A pencil punctured one student's chest. He was flown by 

helicopter to wichita and later released. Holy cross' principal is focusing on making this a teachable 

moment... There is a sense of responsibility that comes with it. Remember we're talking about a third 

grader. And we want to make sure that  he knows accidents happen. This wasn't something that was 

intentional so we want to help them and help the family.  Prinicpal hedrick says his student is okay thanks 

to the quick actions of staff, fire crews and hutch police... 

 

9/22/13  8am 

A man is hit and killed by a train near the winfield fairgrounds. Police say they are still investigating the 

death...   And trying to figure out exactly what led up to the fatal collision. They say the call came in 

around 4 o'clock on saturday morning. 

 

9/24/13  7am 

It may be the most important law passed in decades and it may also be the most complex and controversial. 

A major phase of the affordable care act is set to begin next week...and most americans are still baffled by 

the law and what it will mean for them.   Brian is helping you sort out the confusion this week. Brian, .. 

You're beginning this series with a look at the basics. 

 

9/26/13  4pm 

Welcome back-- katie from the k-s-c-w crew is joining us for "the balanced life" this week we're talking 

about...sodas. Yep!  It's somewhat of "hot topic."  people are constantly looking for miracle ways to lose 

weight or be healthier and i think cutting back soda or eliminating it could be a good way to do so. So what 

is the problem with soda? The biggest problems lie in the issues of empty calories and lack of nutrition.  

Diet sodas often have fewer or no calories but regular pop contains calories without any valuable nutrition.  

Plus, both regular and diet sodas are full of sugar or potentially harmful sugar substitutes, so you're messing 

with your blood sugar. A lot of people drink only one or two a day...is that bad? Not necessarily.  If you're 

eating balanced healthy meals and also getting adequate water, having one or two sodas a day is allowable.  

I had a local nutritionist weigh in, though, on whether or not you can have too much soda. Oh yeah, there 

can be too much. If you use that to replace all of your calories or use that as your main calorie source then 

you're not going to get the nutrients that you need.  Then all you're doing is feeding the body sugar and 

water, so yes you can get too much. So make sure if you can't completely kick your soda habit, you're 

limiting yourself to one or two a day at most but you're also filling up on at least eight glasses of water a 

day. If you want to kick the habit, totally take it out of your diet, what are some good substitutes? There are 

quite a few ideas out there.  Diane had some suggestions of her own too. The best alternative would be your 

water, your tea, your coffee.  Some of the artificial sweeteners are what kind of get some of us in trouble on 

that.  But your alternate is, you know, water - if you don't really care for water you can squeeze some 

lemon or lime in it.  You can do some of the infused water by adding some cucumbers and stuff. So really 



 

 

water, water, and more water - that's the best substitute.  I love adding some lemon to my water, or some 

cucumber slices like diane suggested.  Also iced tea is great - it has some flavor without a ton of sugar.  

Iced flavored teas are good. And coffee will give you that caffeine with fewer calories and still some 

caffeine if you need that element.  But water truly is the best for you! For more on the balanced life-- go to 

kwch dot com there you'll find recipes, past segments, and katie's blog. Look for "the balanced life" page 

under the lifestyle tab. 

 

9/27/13  8am 

If you have more questions...we have more answers. Brian hosting a live interative chat starting at 8-30 this 

morning. So in about five minutes...an expert and brian will field your questions for an hour and help you 

out. And be sure to visit our affordable care act page at kwch.com for some valuable links. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

POLITICS 
 

7/11/13  8am 

Sedgwick county has a solution to problems at the election office. County manager bill buchanan says the 

office needs two more full time employees. He also plans to make technology improvements to voting 

machines. Last november, faulty machines and mistakes with the computer systems held up results for 

hours. Voters knew president obama had been re-elected hours before they saw a single return from 

sedgwick county. 

 

7/26/13  8am 

Kansas attorney general derek schmidt... Asks governor sam brownback to call a "special session." he 

wants lawmakers to re-write the state's "hard 50" law. The current law allows judges to sentence people to 

50 years before they can seek parole. A u-s supreme court decision says *juries must have the final say on 

what triggers a mandatory minimum sentence. A special session could cost kansas tax payers up to 40-

thousand dollars a day. Lawmakers' salaries make-up the bulk of the expense... With 89-dollars a day. They 

also get 123-dollars to cover expenses each day they are in session. 

 

8/1/13  7am 

Meantime, a kansas congressman gains support for a constitutional amendment that would ban gay 

marriage. Republican tim huelskamp introduced the bill last month. He's picked up at least 47 co-sponsors. 

Representative mike pompeo says he strongly believes in defending traditional marriage and is looking at 

the amendment carefully. Representatives kevin yoder and lynn jenkins have no comment. 

 

8/21/13  9pm 

Kansas and arizona officials file a lawsuit over the states' voter registration forms. The 2 states are looking 

to force a federal election agency to change the forms to require proof of citizenship. Currently the 

documents require an applicant to make an oath saying they are a citizen. Both kansas and arizona have 

been pushing for tighter voter registration laws. 

 

9/3/13  9pm 

Kansas lawmakers approve changes to the state's hard 50 law. Now juries will determine the sentence. Prior 

to the changes, judges issues sentences of 50 years in prison without parole. Governor sam brownback 

called for a special session following a supreme court ruling in another state. The new law passed the state 

house this afternoon. 

 

9/4/13  7am 

An effort to repeal a law that requires new voters to show proof of citizenship doesn't get anywhere. The 

house refused to consider the proposal that would have allowed new voters to affirm they are citizens, 

rather than require them to show papers. The group kan vote was hoping for a change in the law. They 

showed up in topeka in protest of it tuesday. It says the law suppresses voters. 

 

The Weekend Crew 

 

 

July 6th and 7th 

 

Shane interviewed Mel Miller Garrett from the Wichita Children’s home.  

 

Katie Interviewed Mindy Tallent from the Kansas Oil Museum 

 

 

Jul. 13th and 14th  

 

Shane intereviewd Ross Viner from Drums Across Kansas 



 

 

 

Katie interviewed Molly Fox from Kidzcope 

 

 

July 20th and 21st 

 

Shane interviewed a representative from the Wichita Bridal Expo. 

 

Katie interviewed Craig Minten from Rusty Eck Ford.  

 

 

July 27th and 28th 

 

Shane interviewed Rachel from KU Med.  

 

Katie interviewed Victor Lopez from Steven Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

 

The crew did a crew tour at the Kansas Sports Hall of Fame. 

 

Aug. 3rd and 4th 

 

Katie interviewed the current Miss Kansas, Theresa Vail. 

 

Shane interviewed a representative from Harry Hynes Hospice Care. 

 

Aug. 10th and 11th 

 

Katie interviewed Molly Fox from Kidzcope about an upcoming race.  

 

Shane interviewed Kiana Knolland, the Boys and Girls club National Youth of the Year candidate and 

subsequent winner.  

 

The Crew did a tour of Gracemed health clinic.  

Aug. 17th and 18th 

 

Katie interviewed Max Runyon about a new WSU student idea called Marshallville.  

 

Shane interviewed Janet Cervantes about a local 5k.  

 

Aug. 24th and 25th 

 

Katie interviewed JV Johnston about a local half marathon.  

 

Shane interviewed Toni Ramirez from the Mayflower Clinic.  

 

Aug. 31 and Sept. 1 

 

Shane interviewed Bob Lutz about League 42 and their mission to bring baseball to inner city youth.  

 

Katie interviewed Craig MInten from Rusty Eck Ford.  

 

Shane and Katie interviewed Brett Harris and Sierra Scott.  

 

Sept. 7th and 8th 

 

Katie interviewed Michael Steinberg from Home Instead Senior Care.  



 

 

 

Shane interviewed Brian Walker about Hunger Action Day.  

 

Sept. 14th and 15th 

 

Shane interviewed Anne Newkold and Alicia Gordon from Stars for Our Troops.  

 

Katie interviewed Angela Cato from the Wichita Flight Festival.  

 

The Crew also did video tours with Caring Hands Humane Society and about Hunger Action Day.  

 

Sept. 21st and 22nd 

 

Shane interviewed a representative from the Big Bend Bike Rally. 

 

Katie interviewed Venus Lee from Gracemed Navigator.  

 

Sept. 28th and 29th 

 

Katie interviewed Emily Thengvall and Illex Gelpi about the Holiday Galleria.  

 

Shane interviewed Jason Ball from the Hutch Chamber of Commerce about a new industrial park.  



 

 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Third Quarter 2013 

 
Tours 

KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME        NUMBER TYPE______________ 
July 2013 

7/7   11:30 a.m.  20  Kansas Kids @ Gear Up 

7/25   11:45 a.m.  20  Kansas Kids @ Gear Up 

7/31   4 p.m.   10  Annette Toranto 

 

August 2013 

8/6   5:45 p.m.  10  Erika Sanderson 

8/13   4:30 p.m.  10  Tour Group Winner 

 

September 2013 

None 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 

Organization/PSA Title Length Number of runs 

903 United Way :30 6 

904 Energy Efficiency :30 7 

905 Energy Efficiency :30 8 

906 Kids Oral Health :60 5 

907 Kids Oral Health :60 4 

908 Emer Preparedness :60 5 

909 Caregiver Asst :30 22 

910 Susan G Komen “Race for a Cure” :30 50 

911 College Access :60 8 

912 College Access :30 23 

913 KS Humane Soc Spay/ Neu :30 38 

914 Pet Adoption :30 4 

915 Pet Adoption :30 20 

916 Special Olympics :60 24 

917 Special Olympics :30 53 

918 AHA Real Women :30 33 

919 Dog Doogity/ Bag It Up :30 65 

920 NAB We are Broadcasters :60 15 

921 NAB We are Broadcasters :30 49 

922 Autism Awareness :60 8 

923 Autism Awareness :30 19 

933 NAB  :30 95 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60 24 

931 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :60 21 

932 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :30 92 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60 24 

941 Children Advocacy “One with Courage” :30 39 

943 Morris Animal Foundation :60 16 

944 Morris Animal Foundation :30 69 

945 Beverage Institute “Don’t Text & Drive” :30 52 

946 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :60 10 

947 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :30 50 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 47 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 31 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30 25 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 47 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 57 



 

 

976 None PSA   

977 The ARC “Hages” :60 13 

981 Arbor Day “Tree City” :60 32 

986 KSHSSA :30 46 

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters “Start Something” :60 26 

991 Horn of Africa Relief “Anthem” :30 42 

992 Horn of Africa Relief “Uma” :30 43 

993 Wasting Water is Weird “Waterfall” :30 36 

994 Wasting Water is Weird “Dishwasher” :30 26 

995 Peace Corps “Conversations” :60 13 

996 Stand for Diabetes :30 27 

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 

 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Member AMS local chapter 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Senior High Youth Sunday School teacher 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker  

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group 
 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, Account Executive 



 

 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, President 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

MUMC Administrative Chair 

Ford County 4-H Foundation 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Trustee and Chair, Marketing Committee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Vice Chairman 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Board Member 

American Red Cross, Board Member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors 

Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors 

SER – Borad of Directors 

Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener 

Fraternal Order of  Oddfellows – Lodge Member 

Miracles, Inc., Wichita - Volunteer 

Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter 

Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 



 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

 

Rodney Price, Meteorologist 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Volunteer - lunchroom Saint Thomas Aquinas School 

Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church  

Volunteer - Meals on Wheels/Gift bearers 

 



 

 

 
DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

July 2013 

4 City of Derby 

 

Derby 4
th

 of July 

Celebration 

Thousands Kara Sewell 

6 Wild West Festival Hays Parade Thousands Heather Williams 

9 Cornerstone SDA 

Church/Wichita 

FLAG Camp 20 Pilar Pedraza 

12 Wheat Festival/Wellington Parade 60
th

 anniversary 10,000 Roger Cornish 

12 Kansas Wheat Festival Parade Thousands Roger Cornish 

20 After Harvest Festival 

Ellinwood 

Parade Thousands Mark Larson 

26 Go Red for Women Luncheon 100+ Jenn Bates, Katie Hatfield, Sia 

Nyorkor, Joan Barrett, Mark 

Larson, Erika Schlup, Stephanie 

Huff 

27 Nickerson Days Judge Parade Thousands Mark Larson, Kara Sewell, 

Brian Heap 

27 Dodge City Days Parade Thousands Michael Schwanke 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

August 2013 

2 Goodwill Blue Jean Bingo  Jenn Bates 

3 Kansas Sports Hall of Fame Poker Touniment  Brian Heap 

3 Extreme Bull Blowout Parade Thousands Melissa Scheffler 

3 Country Threshing Days Parade Hundreds Merril Teller 

10 Esbonfest Parade Hundreds Samantha Anderson 

10 Old Settlers Day Parade Thousands Roger Cornish, Kassidee Lank 

10 Herzgofest Parade Hundreds Heather Williams 

10 Esbon Fest 60th 50 Samantha  Anderson 

17 Cowtown Days Parade Thousands Ross Janssen 

24 Yoder Days Parade Hundreds Cindy Klose, Erika Schlup 

27 Kansas Section American 

Water Works 

Water Tasting  Pilar Pedraza 

31 Post Rock Festival Parade Thousands Merril Teller, Eron Rawson 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

September 2013 

5 Downtown Baptist Church Speaking  50 Michael Schwanke 

6-15 State Fair KWCH Booth/60th 

Anniversary 

thousands Melissa Scheffler, Michael 

Schwanke, Cindy Klose, Roger 

Cornish, Brian Heap, Kara 

Sewell, Marielkis Salazar, Anne 

Meyer, Hannah Davis, Jade 

DeGood, Sia Nyorkor, Jim 

Grawe, Lauren Seabrook, Pilar 

Pedraza, Ross Janssen, Rodney 

Price, Merril Teller, Mark 

Larson, Dean Jones, Jenn Bates, 

Grant Meech, Danilynn Wilnick, 

Heather Williams, Samantha 



 

 

Anderson 

12 United Way Campegin Kick Off 

Breakfast 

100+ Melissa Scheffler 

18 Walnut Valley Festival Emcee Thousands Kara Sewell, Brian Heap 

28 Komen Race for Cure thousands Roger Cornish, Cindy Klose, 

Jenn Bates, Melissa Scheffler, 

Mark Larson, Ross Janssen, 

Rodney Price, Lauren Seabrook, 

Brian Heap, Erika Schlup, 

Dominic Gauna, Stephanie Huff, 

Veronica Hill, Katie Hatfield, 

Shane Konicki, Shawn Hilferity, 

Brian Gregory, Caleb Wilson 

28 Andover Days Hot Dog Eatting Contest Hundreds Shane Konicki, Katie Hatfield, 

Jade DeGood 

28 Wichita Flight Fest Evening concert Hundreds Michael Schwanke 

 

28 Great Bend Bike Rally 60th Hundreds Samantha Anderson 

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 
 


